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ABSTRACT 

In this thesis, oxygen and sulfur isotope analyses of over 

300 samples from diverse environments are employ ed to comprehend 

multifarious processes in sulfate geochemistry. 

Experimental techniques for the measurement of o18o and 

o34s values of sulfates were considerably modified to expedite 

analyses and obtain better precision. 18 o O values were measured 

on co2 produced by graphite reduction of Baso4 • For this conversion, 

a stainless steel reactor was built into which four samples could 

be loaded simultaneously into platinum canoes. By resistance 

heating, a given canoe achieved a temperature in excess of l000°c 

within a few seconds, thus promoting faster and more reproducible 

conversions. o34s analyses were done on so2 produced by the direct 

0 reduction of Baso4 with NaP03 at 900 C, thus reducing the number 

of wet chemical analytical steps normally associated with sulfur 

isotope analyses. 

Gypsum and anhydrite obtained from evaporite sections, 

drill-cores, outcrops, and cements were studied. Isotopic criteria 

were developed for discriminating secondary alteration products 

from primary deposits. In conjunction with analyses of complete 

evaporite sections, these criteria can be used to reduce uncertainties 

2-in the oceanic so 4 isotopic composition-age curves. 

Isotopic data from evaporite cores were used to locate the 

position of a thrust-fault in the Norman Range, N.W.T. where 

Lower Devonian strata are unconformably overlain by Upper Cambrian 
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strata. 

Criteria were established for using isotopic data from marine 

barites in constructing the oceanic sof- isotopic composition-age 

curve. 

Freshwater wells, springs, and associated deposits were also 

studied. o-values were used to distinguish oxidation of metal 

2-sulfides from dissolution of evaporites as provenances of so
4 

in springs. Such studies can identify and locate non-outcropping 

ore-deposits. 

o-values of airborne and fallout species associated with some 

springs delineated complex microbiological and chemical water-air-

rock interactions. As an example, cave formation at Banff was 

found to involve microbial-chemical reactions rather than simple 

physical erosion. 

In addition to more common travertine and tufa deposits, rare 

deposits of jarosite and barite associated with springs were also 

examined, including a radioactive barite sinter deposit in the 

District of MacKenzie, N.W.T. 

In the majority of these studies, o 18o values provided more 

information than obtained from o34s values alone. In many cases, 

2-reduction of so4 to HS 2-and reoxidation back to so4 could not 

be ascertained from the o34s data. However, the o18o data revealed 

this phenomenon since isotopically different oxygen from water and 

air was incorporated during the reoxidation. 
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CHAPTER 1 

PREAMBLE 

1.1 Isotopes 

Atoms of a given element have the same number of protons in 

their nuclei and the same configuration of peripheral electrons. 

When these atoms differ in the number of neutrons in their respective 

nuclei, they are called ISOTOPES. Stable isotopes are those that 

do not decay spontaneously. . 18 16 Isotopic molecules like 0- 0 and 

16o-16o have dif.f erent bond strengths and interact at slightly 

different rates with other elements and compounds. Micro-organisms 

also metabolize different isotopic species at different rates. 

The thermodynamic properties of isotopic species leads to a 

partitioning of the isotopes during an isotope exchange reaction as 

depicted below. 

A 'l'b' h 1 . . . h d . 34s 1 · 1 t equi i irum, spa erite is enric e in re ative toga ena. 

As the result of processes such as those summarized above, the 

abundances of different stable isotopes of an element in a given 

substance vary dependent upon its history. This alteration in 

isotope abundances is termed Stable Isotope Fractionation. The 

principles of isotope fractionation have become an indispensable 

tool in multifarious disciplines like physics, chemistry, geology, 

biology and oceanography, to name a few. Theoretical aspects of 
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the numerous processes that fractionate isotopes will be reviewed 

in Sections 1.3 and 1.4. 

1. 2 a-value 

Stable isotope abundances are usually reported as a-values. 

This indicates how much the abundance ratio of two isotopes in a 

sample differs in parts per thousand, ( 0 /oo) relative to that of 

an internationally accepted standard. 

o(SAMPLE) [:::~~ -1] • 1000 

where R is the abundance ratio [ 18o; 16o], [34s; 32s], [ 13c; 12c] etc. 

The standard for reporting o34s values is troilite (FeS) from the 

Canyon Diablo Meteorite (CDT). SH0H .(Standard Mean Ocean 

Water) and PDB (carbonate in belernnite guard from the Peedee Formation 

in North Carolina) are the standards for o18o measurements. All 

measurements of o18o in this thesis are reported on the SM0W scale. 

Thus if a sample of Caso 4 is quoted as having o34s = + 10°/oo and 

o18o = -11°/oo it means that the abundance ratio 34s; 32 s is 10 parts 

per thousand greater than the corresponding ratio in CDT. Similarly 

the sample is depleted in 180 as compared to (sea water which 

approximates) SMOW. 
RA 

The isotope fractionation factor aA-B is the ratio¾ where 

A and Bare two different molecules or two different phases of the 

same molecule. 
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Since o A = [ :A - 1] 1000, it is triv ial to 
STD 

show that 

1000 + oA 
aA-B 

1000 + oB 

l\ A-B is defined as oA-oB 

'\., '\., 
Since l n (1 + x) '\., X for x<<l, 1000 l n aA-B '\., l\A-B" 

In an isotopic exchange reaction, the fractionation factor a equals 

the isotopic equilibrium constant, K. 

Usually, a secondary working standard is employed for routine 

analysis. The a-value of this standard, ow, has been previously 

determined with respect to the international standard. Then, the 

a-value of the unknown, o , is given b y 
X 

where o W is the measured value relative to the working standard. x-

1.3 Kinetic Isotope Effects 

In considering kinetic isotope effects, the simplest model is 

the rupture of a diatomic bond. Using the harmonic oscillator 

approximation, the ratio of the vibrational frequencies is given by 
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where vis the frequency of vibration, µ is the reduced mass and 

subscripts 1 and 2 stand for the light and heavy moclecules 

respectively. 

1 Since the energy levels are En= (n + 2)hv, the zero point 

energy of the lighter molecule is greater or the lighter isotopic 

bonds are more readily ruptured (Fig. 1.1). Hence during a chemical 

reaction, the lighter isotopic species react faster than the heavier 

molecules. The same principle applies to the rupture of polyatomic 

molecules e.g. during the bacterial reduction of sulfates H 32s is 
2 

produced preferentially to H2
34s. 

According to the transition state theory (absolute rate theory) 

EYRING (1935), there are a small number of reacting species that 

acquire enough energy to cross the energy barrier, EB, presented by 

the transition state (Fig. 1.2). The rate of formation of products is 

proportional to exp(-:~) where k is Boltzmann's constant and T is the 

absolute temperature. Thus if R1 denotes the rate at which the lighter 

species reacts, then 
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E 
N 
E 
n 
G 
y 

0 

dissociation energy 

\I 

DISTANCE of SEPAnATION 

Zero point energy of 1~o- 16a is 
greater than that of O - 160 
which is greater than that of 
1eo-1e(). 

Fig. 1.1 Zero point energies of the isotopic 

molecules of o2 • 
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Considering 18o-16o and 16o-16o at 300°K (room temperature) where 

v = 4. 74 x 1013 /sec we see that 16o-16o reacts about 17% faster 1 

than 16o-18o. 

1.3.1 First Order Kinetics 

Most of the kinetic isotope effects in nature can be approximated 

by first order kinetics i.e. where the instantaneous rate of reaction 

6 

is proportional to the concentration of the reactants. This includes 

microbiological reduction over a certain concentration range (REES, 1973) 

and Rayleigh type condensation and distillation. It is, therefore, 

essential to obtain general expressions for these processes. 

Employing the usual convention where B2 denotes the molecule B 

bearing the heavier isotope, we can write 

k1 
Al --> Bl 

k2 
A2 --> B2 

Assuming first order kinetics 

d 
[B l] kl [Al] ( 1) dt 

d [B2] k2 [A2] (2) 
dt 

At a given instant, 
[Bl] kl [Al] 

[B2] 
=---

k2 [A2] 

But a 
[Bl]/[B2] 

(sec. 1.2) = 
[Al]/[A2] 
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E Er: Energy of 
N reoc tents 

E Ep: Energy of 
products 

R Ea: Activation 
G Ea energy 
y 

Er Ep 

l<EACTlON COORDINATE 

Fig. 1. 2 Ener gy barrie r o f transition state. 



OB - OA = 1000 ( :~ - 1) at any instant (Fig. 1.3), 

If A~ denotes the value of A1 at t=0, then Eq. (1) gives 

which on integration yields 

.Q,n -k t 1 

Similarly 
A2 

.Q,n - = -k t 
Ao 2 

2 

Eqs. (3 ; and (4) can be combined to give 

or 

• • RA = R~ F 
1-a 

'v A2 
where F 'v - is the fraction 0£ reactants remaining 

Ao 
2 

Eq. (5) in conjunction with sec 1.2 gives 

oA - oA0 = 1000 (1-a).Q,n F 

8 

( 3) 

(4) 

( 5) 

( 6) 



-1000( lu -1) 
k2 

Rernaini ng 
reactant~ 

J\ "Parallel Curves" 
, __,r 

~~Instantaneous 

- ~Accumulated products 
¼ conversion 

Fig. 1.3 Isotopic behavior of components during a 

one-step first-order process. 
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which is the fundamental equation for Rayleigh type condensation and 

bacterial reductions. 

REES (1973) has shown that Eq. (6) is valid even in the case of 

zero order kinetics although Eq. (5) is not. 

1.4 Isotope Exchange Reactions 

UREY (1947) and BIGELEISEN and MAYER (1947) have applied the 

principle of statistical thermodynamics to theoretically obtain the 

fractionation involved in an isotope exchange reaction at equilibrium. 

It can be shown that 

where Q is the partition function of the molecule. 

Q = I: 
n 

gn is the statistical weight to take into account all the degenerate 

states. 

Using the appropriate expressions for the translational, rotational 

and vibrational partition functions MCQUARRIE (1977), we get: 

-U 2 1-e 

-U 1 1-e 
-Ul/2 
e 

I DIATOMIC I 
\ MOLECULES 
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The Teller-Redlich product rule f or diatomic molecules is 

(:~ )3/2 
Then we get the following expression: 

where o = synunetry number. 

-u 2 1-e 

-u 1 1-e 
-Ul/2 
e 

m mass of isotopic atom being exchanged. 

hv 
U - kT 

In a similar manner we have 

-u 

( DIATOMIC ) 
MOLECULES 
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= al ( ) 3/2 TI 

Ql 0 2 ml . i 

u2 . 2i/2 
l e ----

uli -u2i 
1-e 

-uli 
1-e 
-uli/2 
e 

( POLYATOMIC) 
MOLECULES 

Only a knowledge of the vibrational frequencies suffices to estimate 

the fractionation involved. 

For manual calculations, simplification of the expression above by 

BIGELEISEN and MAYER (1947) gives 

Q,., 01 ' 
_!:_ = - [l +L G(U) tU] 
Ql o2 i 

where tables for G(U) have been compiled. 

It is trivial to establish the following: 

in K CL 
1 
T 

1 in K CL --
T2 

(Low temperatures) 

(High temperatures) 



1.5 Scope Of Present Research 

In this thesis, a concerted effort has been made to comprehend 

the provenance, geochemistry, and genesis of the so2- ion in 4 
diverse environments on the basis of o34s and o18o measurements. 

Experimental techniques for the measurement of o34s and 

o18o were simplified to expedite analyses and obtain better precision 

(Chapter 4). Four samples were loaded simultaneously into a reactor 

designed so that a platinum canoe containing one sample was heated 

0 18 to 1000 C within a few seconds to generate the co2 for o O analyses. 

34 o S analyses were done on so2 produced by direct reduction of 

Baso4 with NaP03 at 900°c. These techniques reduced the number of 

wet chemical analyses. 
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Chapter 5 is devoted to the oceans and sediments. Gypsum and 

anhydrite obtained from evaporite sections, drill cores, and out-

croppings were studied. Isotopic criteria were developed for 

distinguishing primary deposits from secondary alteration products, 

thereby improving the precision of the evaporite isotopic composition-

age curve. Isotopic data from evaporites were used to better establish 

the position of a thrust-fault in the Norman Range, N.W.T. (sec. 5.2). 

The last section of chapter 5 evaluated the possibility of using 

isotopic data from marine barites to complement those from evaporites 

in reconstructing the isotopic composition of paleo-oceans. 

Meteoric environments including wells, springs, and their 

deposits are discussed in chapter 6. a-values were used to distinguish 

oxidation of metal sulfides from dissolution of evaporitic strata 



2-as sources of so4 in springs. Airborne and fall-out sulfur species, 

and mechanisms generating them are discussed for some spring 

locations. Data were not only obtained for common calcite-gypsum 

(tufa) deposits near springs but also for unusual deposits (jarosite, 

limonite, barite). 18 The last section of chapter 6 uses o O and 

o34s data to establish the origin of radioactive barite sinters 

being deposited currently by cold springs in the District of MacKenzie, 

N.W.T. 
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CHAPTER 2 

2 1 0180 V . . N . ar1at1ons ln ature 

Oxygen comprises about 46% of the lithosphere, 86% of the 

hydrosphere and 23% of the atmosphere by weight. Its importance from 

a geochemical viewpoint cannot be overemphasized. The natural o18o 
0 value varies by about 10 percent, from +41 /oo for atmospheric co 2 

0 to -55 /oo for Antarctic snow. 

2.1.1 Extra-Terrestrial 

TAYLOR et al, (1965) categorized the stony meteorites on the basis 

of o18o values. 

1. Basaltic achondrites and rnesosiderites with pyroxene 

018 values of +3.7 to +4.4°/oo. 

2. 18 H-type and L-type chondrites with pyroxene o -values 

of +5.3 to +6.3°/oo. 
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The o18o values of minerals from Apo l lo 11 lunar gabbros and basalts 

were found by EPSTEIN and TAYLOR (1970) to have the following ranges: 

Plagioclases 

Pyroxenes 

Ilmenites 

6.1 to 6.3 

5. 7 to 5.9 

3.8 to 4.1 

The o18o values of meteorites and lunar rocks are compatible with 

those of terrestrial rocks and are explicable in terms of isotope 

exchange among the constituent mineral assemblages at temperatures 
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between 950-1200°C. However, CLAYTON~ al, (1973) reported that 

Allende, which is a carbonaceous chondri t e, is anomalously depleted 

. 180 . h ~180 0o/ in wit u oo. Samples with th.e same nucleosynthetic 

18 17 history should give a slope of 2 on a o O vs o O plot and this was 

not found to be the case. Thus the anomaly was explained by postulating 

that the admixture of a component of almost pure 160 leads to abnormally 

low o18o values. This exotic oxygen probably predates the solar system 

and represents interstellar dust with a separate history of nucleo-

synthesis. More recently, isotope anomal ies in meteorites have been 

reported for Mg (GRAY and COMPSTON, 1974) , Hg (JOVANOVIC and REED, 1976) 

and S (REES and THODE, 1977). 

2.1.2 Lithosphere 

Basalts, gabbros and anorthosites are almost indistinguishable 

isotopically from one another. SILVERMAN (1951) suggested that the 

Disco basalt from Ovifak, Greenland was representative of the 

primordial composition of the lithosphere with a o18o value between 

+6.5 and 7.0°/oo. Granitic rocks show a wider spread of o18o values 

(+7 to +13°/oo) than most other igneous rocks. Granites intruded into 

a non-metamorphic zone show normal o18o values between 8 and 9°/oo 

whilst those intruded into a regional metamorphic zone are enriched. 

18 0 (o O from 10 to 13 loo). This enrichment is attributed to isotopic 

exchange between the granitic magma and the surrounding rocks. 

Metamorphism is therefore associated with a depletion of 180. Ultra 

mafic rocks (Si02 < 45°/o) exhibit a very narrow range in o18o 



from 5.5 to 6.5°/oo i.e. they are practically identical to chondriti.c 

meteorites. The o18o of pelitic schists, which are the metamorphic 

equivalents of argillaceous rocks, tend to decrease with increasing 

0 metamorphic grades with a variation of the order of 8 /oo. (GARLICK, 

1966). 

The o18o values of marine limestones of recent age vary from 

+28 to +30°/oo and decrease with increas i ng geologic age to about 

20°/oo (KEITH and WEBER, 1964). 18 Theo O of fresh water limestones 

of comparable age are generally lower because fresh water is variably 

depleted in 180 relative to sea water. 

An oxygen isotope paleotemperature scale is based on the isotope 

exchange between Caco 3 and H2o. Measurements of o18o accurate 

to 0.1°/oo permit determination of the temperature of precipitation 

0 of the calcite shells of marine mollusks within an accuracy of ±0.5 C. 

2.1.3 Hydrosphere 

Fractionation within the HYDROSPHERE occurs almost exclusively 

during phase changes and is the result of differences in vapor 

pressures of the various isotopic species of water. For instance, 

at 10°c , the vapor pressure of H2
18o is 1% lower and that of HD 16o 

is 9% lower than that of H 160 2 • Water condensed from atmospheric vapor 

is enriched . 180 d in an D relative to the vapor. Precipitation becomes 

16 

isotopically lighter with increasing latitude, higher elevation and 

lower temperature (seasonal effect). There are essentially two effects, 

the temperature dependence of the isotope fractionation and the 
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depletion of the residual vapor in the heavier isotopes (Fig. 2.1) as 

precipitation proceeds. For many locations in the Northern hemisphere, 

meteoric waters show a correlation between oD and o18o given as: 

oD = 8 o18o + 10 (DANSGAARD, 1964; CRAIG, 1961). TAYLOR (1974) 

reports that oD = 8 o18o + 5 is a better fit. Departures from the 

meteoric water line are observed in rivers and lakes in arid regions. 

LLOYD (1966) has shown that brines originating by evaporation 

of sea water in a humid coastal environment will attain o18o values 

no higher than +6°/oo. The o18o of the Holocene ocean has been fairly 

0 constant between -0.5 to +0.5 /oo. The extent to which the o18o 

value of ocean water has changed in past geological eras is a matter 

of considerable debate. Based on analyses of marine chert deposits 

(PERRY, 1967) and carbonates (WEBER, 1965) it has been suggested that 

the o18o of sea water has increased monotonically at a rate of 5°/oo per 

billion years. However, a study of 2.9 billion yr. old granite 

(TAYLOR and MAGARITZ, 1975) suggests that the isotopic composition of 

sea water has not changed markedly during the past 3 billion years. 

Geothermal waters from various regions throughout the world have 

oD values similar to those of local rain or snow though they are 

11 · h d · 180 1 . . t genera y enric e in re ative to meteoric wa ers. This implies 

that they are recycled meteoric waters that have exchanged oxygen 

isotopes with the rocks. through which they flowed. 
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2.1.4 Atmosphere 

Atmospheric oxygen has an isotopic composition of +23°/oo and 

shows no deviations exceeding 0.5°/oo up to an altitude of 30 km 

(DOLE et al, 1954). The equilibrium constant for the exchange reaction 

between oxygen and water is unity. 
'v 

K'v l '\ 
180160 + H2160'-. 160160 + H2180. 

Hence atmospheric oxygen is not in isotopic equilibrium with any part 

of the hydrosphere. Atmospheric oxygen is generated by photosynthesis 

and consumed by respiration. The oxygen released during photosynthesis 

originates from H2o and NOT from co2 • Photosynthesis DOES NOT result 

in fractionation and cannot explain the high o18o of atmospheric o2 , 

termed the DOLE effect. During transpiration, the o18o value of the 

soil water used by the plant is enriched by 17°/oo. This combined with 

fractionation by bacterial respiration can account for the Dole effect 

(WAGENER, 1973). 

D . 1 d . h · · h d · 180 1 · isso ve oxygen in t e oceans is enric e in re ative to 
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0 atmospheric o2 by up to 14 /oo (KROOPNICK and CRAIG, 1976). The maximum 

enrichments occur in the oxygen minimum region of the deep ocean and 

is evidence for preferential "deep metabolism" by bacteria in abyssal 

ocean waters. 

Atmospheric co2 obtained by removing N20 impurities shows a o18o 

value of +41°/oo. Since the fractionation factor for co2-H20 exchange 

is 1.0413 at 25°c we conclude that atmospheric co2 is in approximate 

isotopic equilibrium with ocean water (Fig. 2.2). 
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2 2 ~34s V . . N • u ariations In ature 

Sulfur, z = 16, belongs to the sixth group of the periodic table 

between oxygen (z = 8) and selenium (z = 34). It comprises four 

stable isotopes with the following approximate abundances. 

32 8 
'v 

95% '\, 

338 
'\, 
'\, 0.78% 

345 
'\, 
'\, 4.2% 

365 
'\, 
'\, 0.02% 

Sulfur occurs in various oxidation states from -2(sulfides) 

to +6 (sulfates) . 34 While the whole range of o S values reported 

0 0 extends from -65 /oo to +95 /oo, a vast majority of the data falls 

0 between -40 and +40 /oo. In comparison to oxygen which has a larger 

relative mass difference (18o versus 160), the range in o34s values 
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is much larger. This results from the multifarious processes in which 

sulfur pariicipates. 

2.2.1 Extra-Terrestrial 

Meteoritic sulfur occurring as troilite (FeS) has a rather uniform 

isotopic composition between 0°/oo and 0.6°/oo relative to CDT 

(MONSTER et al, 1965). The incorporation of material with a different 

nucleosynthetic history into primitive meteorites has been indicated by 

REES and THODE (1977). 33 0 They report a S anomaly, approximately 1 /oo 

· h 33s; 32s · . h All d . excess in t e ratio, in t e en e meteorite. 



34 0 o S values of lunar rocks and breccias fall close to O ./oo 

while soils have o34s values between +5 and +10°/oo (REES and THODE, 

1974). 

2.2.2 Lithosphere 

The isotopic composition of mantle sulfur has been estimated 

from the analyses of mid-ocean ridge basalts by GRINENKO et al, (1975) 

who found a mean o34s value of +1°/oo. MITCHELL and KROUSE (1975) 

concluded from the analyses of sulfides in carbonatites that mantle 

sulfur is enriched in 34s by 1°/oo to 2°/oo relative to the meteoritic 

mean. An alternative interpretation is that vapor loss of 32s shifted 

the a-value to the positive side. 

Granites and associated sulfides show a wider range of o34s 

values than the basaltic rocks. SASAKI and ISHIHARA (1979) divided 

a granitic terrain in Japan into two regions. The one with heavier 

o34s values between +1°/oo and +9°/oo was interpreted in terms of 

subduction of ocean sulfate into the mantle. The lighter group between 

+1°/oo and -9°/oo had an admixture of light crustal sulfur. 

In many sulfide mineral deposits, the heavy isotope preference 

is pyrite > sphalerite > chalcopyrite > galena. tio 34s for a mineral 

pair is proportional to-¾- where T is the equilibration temperature. 
T 

Consequently, the o34s values of co-existent sulfides which have 

equilibrated isotopically, may be utilized in geothermometry (KAJIWARA 

and KROUSE, 1971; OHMOTO and RYE, 1979). 
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OHMOTO and RYE (1974) clarify that sulfides of &34s o0 /oo 

. 34 'v 0 need not have precipitated from solution in which o 'v O /oo 
LS 

(magmatic sulfur) and that a wide variation in o34s values does not 

necessarily indicate biogenic or sedimentary derivation for the 

sulfur. The o34s value of minerals can be used to assess the 

provenance only when the temperature, fugacity of oxygen, and pH 

conditions of ore forming fluids are known. 

34 Sedimentary sulfides vary over a wide range of o S values 

(Fig. 2.3). This is because they are usually the product of bacterial 

reduction and dependent upon the conditions (metabolizable organic 

34 carbon, temperature, organisms, concentration) the ~o S value may 

range from Oto -60°/oo with respect to the source sulfate (SASAKI 

and KROUSE, 1969; JENSEN and WHITTLES, 1969). 

2.2.3 Hydrosphere 

In fresh waters with an upper limit on the salinity of 1%, the 

sulfate anion is exceeded in abundance only by HC0 3 and in some 

instances by silica. Non-marine evaporites and waters vary widely 

in their o34s values depending on the numerous sulfur sources of the 

drainage area feeding the rivers and lakes. For example, HITCHON 

34 0 and KROUSE (1972) have found an overall o S variation of 50 /oo in 

the Mackenzie river system in N.W.T. Canada. 34 Positive o S values 

2-with variable so4 content usually indicate exposed evaporites as the 

source sulfate, while negative values with low sulfate concentrations 

often arise from the weathering of sulfides in shales. 
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2.2.4 Atmosphere 

2-Sulfur occurs in the atmosphere as H2s, so2 , so4 in aerosols 

and as traces of DMS and DMDS. The major sources of atmospheric sulfur 

are anthropogenic contributions, ocean spray, volcanic eruption and 

microbial activity. 

MIZUTANI and RAFTER (1969) and CORTECCI and LONGINELLI (1970) 
34 Cl -

have utilized o S versus --2_ plots to assess the sea water spray 
so 

component in precipitation. 4KROUSE (1980) has developed two source 

34 mixing models and polar plots of o S versus wind direction to elucidate 

the sources and dispersion mechanisms of atmospheric sulfur compounds. 

GRINENKO and THODE (1970) showed that kinetic effects resulting 

from major temperature variations at the fumarole of a volcano, in 

34 addition to exchange reactions, influence the o S values of the 

emissions. 34 GIGENBACH and ROBINSON (1976) report o S values between 

+2 and +9°/oo for the total emitted sulfur at White Island, New Zealand. 

The high values measured at low-temperature periods are owing to 

kinetically preferred precipitation of light elemental sulfur in the 

vent. 

2.2.5 Biosphere 

Sulfur of aquatic plants from a given water is slightly depleted 

34 in o S compared to the dissolved sulfate. The same has been observed 

for marine phytoplanktons and zooplanktons (MEKHTIYEVA al, 1976). 

In the case of land vegetation, KROUSE (1977a)" ·has shown that sulfur 

may be incorporated from the air as well as through the roots. 



A major process altering su1fur isotope abundances is bacterial 

soi- reduction which is treated in more detail in Chapter 3. 

2.2.6 Fossil Fuels 

The total sulfur content of coal can be as high as 20%. It is 

present as pyrite and marcasite, gypsum and barite, organic Sand 

traces of elemental s0
• The o34s of organic sulfur in coal containing 

less than 1% total sulfur vary within a narrow range from +4.6 to 

+7.3°/oo whereas sulfur rich coals (> 1% total S) vary widely from 

+3 to +24.4°/oo (SMITH and BATTS, 1974). They suggested that the 

o34s of organic sulfur in sulfur-poor coals is indicative of the 

sulfate of the fresh water environment in which the coal was deposited. 

SMITH and BATTS (1974) thus conclude that non-marine sulfate remained 

fairly constant isotopically from the Permian to the Tertiary. SHIEH 

and PRICE (1978) report a sympathetic variation of o34s (pyrite) and 

a34s (organic S) in a sulfur rich coal seam suggesting that H2s 
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produced by bacterial reduction of sea water sulfate has been apportioned 

between pyrite and organic compounds in the coal. 

KROUSE al, (1980) have reported that o 34s for the Lower 

0 Cretaceous coals from the Alberta foothills ranged from -1.4 to +6.3 /oo. 

In contrast to this, the Upper Cretaceous plains coals varied from 

0 +7.1 to +13.1 /oo. However the lower sulfur content (< 1%) of these 

coals implies that sulfur was incorporated primarily by plant assimilation 

2- 2-of so4 from fresh waters rather than by bacterial reduction of so4 . 

Since marine so 2- is transferred to the land via precipitation, this is 4 



one explanation of how the o34s observed for these coals could 

reflect the o34s of sea water during the Cretaceous period. It is 

interesting that this shift is consistent with that of marine 

evaporites whose o34s ranged from 12-14°/oo during the Lower 

Cretaceous and from 17-20°/oo in the Upper Cretaceous. Since the 

Lower Cretaceous foothills coals are isotopically lighter than the 

Upper Cretaceous plains coals, the authors suggest that the variation 

in the o34s of sea water during the Cretaceous is the reason for the 

grouping of the coals in Alberta. It should also be noted that the 

early depositions were probably influenced to a greater extent by 

nearby volcanic activity. 

It seems reasonable to assume that sea water sulfate is the 

principal source of sulfur in petroleum. Assimilated sulfur in the 

biota source should be isotopically similar to the coeval sulfate. 

Since the sulfur content of petroleum often exceeds that of plants and 

animals, then sulfur from another source must have been incorporated. 

The other available source is the reduced sulfur from bacterial sulfate 

reduction. The latter mechanism would appear to be supported by 

isotopic evidence since THODE and MONSTER (1965) found petroleum and 

0 34 associated H2S to be on the average 15 /oo depleted in o Sas compared 
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to associated evaporites. While shallow H2s may be depleted in 34s with 

respect to coeval sea water sulfate, deeper H2S and oil differ little 

isotopically from concomitant evaporites suggesting a thermochemical 

conversion with little isotopic selectivity (ORR, 1974). KROUSE (19776) 



has reviewed recent studies on the sulfur isotopic composition of 

petroleum. 
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CHAPTER 3 

GEOCHEMISTRY OF SULFATES 

3.1 Crystal Chemistry 

The peripheral electronic configuration of sulfur and oxygen is 

2 4 s p common to all group VI elements. Elements of this series 

become progressively more metallic down the group (O, S, Se). Sulfur 

has an electronegativity of 2 .5 which is moderate compared with 

the assigned electronegativity o f oxygen which is 3.5. One feature 

that distinguishes S from oxygen is the availability of d orbitals 

for hybridization in S. The crystal chemistry of Sis therefore 

more intricate than that of oxygen. It is for this reason that S 

occurs in numerous oxidation states from -2 in sulfides to +6 in 

sulfates. 

Sulfates are the ultimate oxidation products of a variety of 

oxysulfide compounds and occur in nature as a large group of minerals. 

Barite [BaSO4 ], Jarosite [K F~(OH) 6(so4) 2 ], Hexahydrite [MgSO4 .6H2OJ, 

Bloedite [Na2Mg(SO4) 2 .4H2OJ and Anhydrite (Caso4) are a few of those 

that have been studied for this thesis. 2-The bonding within the so4 

tetrahedron is covalent. Departures from the regular tetrahedral 

structure (l.45-l.49A for the bond length and 108-112° for the bond 

angle) depend on the environment of the apical oxygen. While the 

bonding within the sulfate group is covalent, the bond formed between 

the sulfate group and the metal atoms is predominantly ionic. 
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3.2 SO~- - H2 o Oxygen Isotope Exchange 

An important concept in the study of o18 o variations in sulfates 

is the oxygen isotope exchange reaction given below. 

30 

(1) 

The fractionation factor a H O • 
2 

2-It is well known that co3 ion readily exchanges oxygen isotopes 

with water. This is believed to happen through the intermediate 

Hco; ion. 

Measurements of a for Eq. (1) and related exchange reactions all 

agree that the exchange rate is extremely slow under oceanic conditions 

(TEIS, 1956; LLOYD, 1967; MIZUTANI and RAFTER, 1969a; ROBINSON 1973; 

KUSAKABE and ROBINSON, 1977). The rate of exchange is critically 

dependent on the temperature and pH of the solution. From pH9 to pH4 
Hsoz 

the ratio --- increases by 104 • The exchange occurs through the 
soz-

bisulfate ion and undissociated H2so4 • The half time of exchange is 

calculated by assuming first order kinetics (Fig. 3.1). 

Since the exchange rate is so slow, LLOYD (1968) resorted to 

NORTHROP and CLAYTON'S (1966) partial equilibration technique. He 

concluded that in subsurface environments at higher temperatures and 

lower pH, exchange rates are considerably faster but still of the 

order of years for near total exchange. MIZUTANI and RAFTER (1969a) 

. 18 - 18 using an acid medium, .OSN H
2

so
4

, determined o O(HS04 ) - o O(H2 0) 

1000 ina at various temperatures typical of geothermal areas. Their 
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data are in good agreement with LLOYD (1968). 

If data are taken from LLOYD (1968), interpolation of a line for 

pH= 8.2 and extrapolation to a temperature of 4°c (oceanic conditions) 

gives the half time of exchange between ocean water and sulfate to be 

50,000 yrs. (Fig. 3.2). To reach near isotopic equilibrium (5 half 

times or 97% exchange) would take 250,000 years. However, this is 

a short time compared to the residence time of sulfate in the ocean 

(HOLSER and KAPLAN, 1966). The effective mean life time of a sulfate 

ion, T, is crudely given by the ratio of the amount of sulfate in the 

sea, 4 x 1015 tons to the annual input, some 2 x 108 tons as calculated 

from river data. This gives a T of approximately 20 million yrs. or 

the residence time of SO~- in the sea is 80 exchange half times. Hence 

one would expect oceanic sulfate to be in isotopic equilibrium with 

ocean water. Surprisingly, this is NOT the case. The reason for 

believing that so!- is not in oxygen isotope equilibrium with water 

is as follows. To ascertain whether this equilibrium exists in the 

ocean or not, it is necessary to evaluate the isotope fractionation 

factor between dissolved sulfate and water. LLOYD (1967) found that 
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the o18o of oceanic sulfate would be 38°/oo if equilibrium is established 

under oceanic conditions of temperature and pH (Fig. 3.3). However, 

the o18o (ocean SO~-) is remarkably uniform around 9.5°/oo. It does 

not seem reasonable that such a large discrepancy from the predicted 

isotopic equilibrium value could be due to experimental uncertainty 

in the dissolved sulfate-water fractionation curve. Hence we conclude 
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that oceanic sulfate and ocean water are NOT in o.xygen isotope 

equilibrium. The factors which prevent the establishment of this 

equilibrium and the processes that are responsible for maintaining the 

o18o (ocean sulfate) at a fairly constant value of 9.5°/oo are still 

debatable and will be explored in section 3.5. 

HOLSER al, (1979) contend that all post-depositional 

alterations of anhydrite would tend to raise 818o(easo4 ) into the 

0 range +20 to +30 /oo. Since the measured values on old anhydrites 

18 0 are generally in the range 8 0 = +10 to +17 /oo (CLAYPOOL et al, 

1980), one concludes that while some of the dispersion of 818 0 

(marine evaporites) is likely caused by the exchange reaction above, 

certainly there have not been drastic post depositional alterations 

of 818 0 (anhydrite) as has occurred with 818 0 (calcite). This is 

certainly gratifying to know for had it not been so, measurements of 

8 18 0 of sulfates would have limited applications. 

3.3 Sulfur Isotope Fractionation By Sulfur Bacteria 

32 Since the dissociation energy of the S-0 bond is less than 

34 32 2 34 2-that of S-0, micro-organisms tend to reduce so4- faster than so4 
A variety of such bacteria have been isolated in the springs of Western 

Canada (KROUSE~ al, 1970). 

Of particular importance are the ubiquitous sulfate-reducing 

bacteria, the most prominent being the Desulfovibrio desulfuricans. 

32 2-Under anaerobic conditions, they preferentially reduce so4 . to 

834s(H S) as large as 50°/oo 
2 
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in nature (Fig. 3.4). The above reduction is very complex and 
2- 2-involves s 2o3 and s 3o6 intermediates (KOBAYASHI et al, 1975; 

LAISHLEY and KROUSE, 1978). REES (1973) developed a steady-state 

model for this reduction. His model is as follows: 
II IV 

I ATP III X EXTERi.~AL INTERNAL > so~-> > APS > Hi SULFATE SULFATE 

I. He invoked zero order kinetics for diffusion through the cell 

wall for [soz-] > 10-2 M. 

II. 

III. 

IV. 

S0 2- + ATP 4 
~TP SULFURYLASE APS + Pyrophos phat e 

Since no bonds break, there is little fractionation. 

APS REDUCTASE 3+ 
APS + 2Fe2+ + 2H+ ;:::===~ SO~-+ 2Fe +H2o+ AMP. 

Fe2+ and Fe3+ denote reduced and oxidized cytochrome-c 3 which is 

an electron carrier. Instead of cytochrome-c3 , Ferrodoxin or 

Flavodoxin could be the reactants. 

3+ H2 + 2Fe 
HYDROGENASE 

2Fe2+ + 2H+. 

H2 is supplied by the hydrogen donor, e.3. ethanol 

X could be a combination of Fe2+, H+ apart from sulfite 

reductase. 
. 0 

Steps III and IV involve large fractionations (up to 25 /oo). 

The following equilibrium might be established. 

K' 34S042- + 32_S02-
. 3 

K = 1.026 at o0 c and 1.024 at 25°c. 
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A kinetic isotope effect in step IV is possible where bond rupture 

occurs. In most cases, this is considered to be influential in 

controlling the rate of reduction. 

TRUDINGER and CHAMBERS (1973) have suggested that the exchange 

(K = 1.074 at 25°c) 

might approach equilibrium if bacterially mediated. Using 35s, they 

demonstrated reversibility of the bacterial sulfate reduction reaction. 
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It is expected that the oxidation of s0 or mineral sulfides should 

be accompanied by almost negligible sulfur isotope selectivity if the 

process is a surface phenomenon. Consistent with this, MCCREADY and 

KROUSE (1981) found that when different species of T.hiobacilli o~idized _ 

elemental s0 added to a Solonetz soil, the sulfate produced was depleted 

in 34s by an average of 1°/oo. NAKAI and JENSEN (1964) using a mixed 

0 2-culture at 30 C found that oxidation of pyrite yielded so 4 which had 

a o34s from 1 to 1.7°/oo depleted with respect to the source pyrite. 

On the other hand, the oxidation of aqueous sulfide ions (s 2-, 

HS) should be amenable to larger sulfur isotope fractionation. KROUSE 

2-al, (1967, unpublished data) concluded that the resulting so4 
from the chemical oxidation by air and bacterially assisted by Beggiatoa 

had an enrichment of 32s of approximately 6°/oo relative to the 

starting sulfide. A number of similar studies by other workers have 

yielded results similar to those summarized above (KAPLAN and 

RITTENBERG, 1964; MEKHTIYEVA and KONDRATYEVA, 1966). 



3.4 Oxygen Isotope Fractionation By Sulfur _Bacter:j..a 

Bacteria preferentially metabolize 160 in the reduction of 

Th . 1 h . . S o2- h · · 18 O is eaves t e remaining eav i er in u 4 

according to the relationship 

o-o = 1000 (1-a) t n F 
0 

(sec. 1. 3) 

LLOYD (1966) found that 1000(1-a) = 4.6°/oo. MIZUTANI and RAFTER 

( 69 ) . 18 34 2 19 b report that the ratio of o O and o S of the remaining SO -
4 

was approximately 1:4. This observation is interesting because of the 

2-1 sulfur atom to 4 oxygen atoms in the so4 structure. However, the 

same authors (1973) found departures from this ratio when waters 

of different o18o values were used as the reduction medium. The 

o18o of the remaining sulfate was a function of the o18o of the 

water while the o34s was independent of this. Since it is known that 

2-the rate of exchange between so4 and H2o is extremely slow under the 

conditions of their experiment, it was concluded that there was 

0-isotope exchange between reaction intermediates and water. so2-
3 

is possibly one intermediate involved since LLOYD (1967) demonstrated . 

that so2- undergoes isotopic exchange with water more rapidly than 
3 

2- 5 so4 by a factor of as much as 10. This was corroborated by 

BETTS and VOSS (1970). 

In the bacterial oxidation of sulfur, very little difference 

18 has been observed between the o O of the resulting sulfate and 

that of the water in which the so2- was metabolized (MIZUTANI and 4 

RAFTER, 1969 c) • 
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LLOYD (1967) using Na2s solution through which oxygen is 

bubbled, suggested that the inorganic oxidation of sulfide to 

sulfate takes place according to the following reactions: 

s2- +HO--~ S02-
2 · 3 

He found that the incorporation of the o2 followed the relation 

8-o = 1000(1-a)£n F where 1000(1-a) 
0 

was preferentially consumed. 

0 8.7 loo so that lighter oxygen 

He also found that there was no such fractionation in the 

incorporation of water oxygen. Lloyd asserts that two-thirds of the 

oxygen come from water and one-third from molecular oxygen. However 

the stoichiometry of the above mentioned equations seemingly belie 

this assertion. It appears that the intermediate SO~- exchanges 

oxygen with water and in the final product there are effectively 

2 parts of water oxygen and only one part of air oxygen. 

The oxidation of pyrite can be described as: 

or similar reactions yielding Fe(OH) 3 . (STUMM and MORGAN, 1970). 

Although apparently abiotic, it is usually mediated by Thiobacilli. 

SCHWARCZ and CORTECCI (1974) have found that half of the oxygen is 

derived from water instead of the} quoted by Lloyd. 
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3.5 18 2-0 0 (so4 ) Of Modern Oce~n 

LLOYD (1967) contends that the fast turnover of sulfate in 

the sulfur cycle is the principal factor that prevents the 

establishment of oxygen isotope equilibrium in the ocean (sec. 3.2). 

He considers the oxidation of sulfide to sulfate and the reduction 

of sulfate to sulfide as the two factors controlling the o18o 

of the sulfate in the ocean at steady state. Assuming a 2:1 ratio 

of oxygen from water and air respectively, the o18o of the SO 2-4 

produced by the oxidation of sulfide is given by: 

2/3 [o18o(H2O) - K.F.(H2O)] + 1/3 [o18o(air) - K.F.(air)] 

where K.F. is the kinetic isotope fractionation attendant in the 

incorporation of oxygen (sec. 3.4). Taking o18 O(H2O) = o0 /oo, 

o18o(air) = 23°/oo, K.F.(H2O) = 0 and K.F.(air) = 8.7°/oo we get: 

18 2- 0 o O(SO4 ) = 4.7 /oo. 

2-LLOYD (1967) suggests that the bacterial reduction of so4 

to H2s is accompanied by a k16/k18 ratio of 1.0046. Summing the 

18 two kinetic isotope effects gives a steady state value for o 0 

of oceanic sulfate of +9.3°/oo (Fig. 3.5) which is in extremely good 

agreement with the observed value. 
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LONGINELLI and CRAIG (1967) contended that a "regional equilibrium" 

might be established :in which the sulfate isotopic composition would 

* not differ significantly fr_om an average equilibrium value even if T , 
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the characteristic time constant for exchange (Fig. 3.1) were 104 

years (TEIS, 1956). HOLSER al, (1979) disagreed with this hypothesis 

and favored the argument of Lloyd regarding non-equilibration. Their 

studies of interstitial waters in deep-sea cores show no appreciable 

h · .t-
180 · h S02- f · . . 1 . b k h c ange in u in t e 4 o rnterstitia waters gorng ac to t e 

Late Cretaceous (70 million years), suggesting no appreciable exchange 

2-between so4 and H2o for times much longer than the residence time 

of sulfate in the sea (20 million years). HOLSER et~ (1979) 

criticized Lloyd's model as follows. It implies a very fast, 

debatable, turnover of oceanic sulfate and requires that at least 

4 2-1/10 of the total so4 should undergo the oxidation-reduction cycle 

annually. Evidence to support such a rapid turnover is lacking. 

Furthermore, it requires widespread bacterial reduction in the bottom 

sediments of the oceans. The H2s produced may spread into the overlying 

oxygenated water or may be partially fixed in the sedimerit as pyrite. 

The half-life of H2s in seawater with an o2 content of 3.8 ml / £ is 

estimated to be 20 minutes at 25°c (OSTLUND and ALEXANDER, 1963). 

Apart from the forementioned difficulty, HOLSER et al, (1979) 

questioned Lloyd's choice of numbers for his model. Firstly, ocean 

bottom molecular o2 is~ 30°/oo (KROOPNICK and CRAIG, 1976) as (Fig. 3.6) 

0 compared to +23 /oo, the atmospheric value used by Lloyd. Secondly, 

2- 0 the kinetic fractionation attendant on so4 reduction is 10 /oo for 

~o18o rather than 4.6°/oo assumed by Lloyd. Holser's revised estimates 

. 18 2- 0 give a steady state o O (ocean so4 ) of +16.2 /oo which disagrees 

considerably with the measured value of +9.5°/oo. 
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CLAYPOOL et al, (1980) suggest that instead of Lloyd's 

debatable fast turnover of sulfate, o18o (ocean SO~-) is maintained 

18 2-by the dynamic balance of o O (so4 ) for inputs to, and outputs 

from the sea. Three of these fluxes have similar effects on 

sulfur and oxygen isotope abundances: (1) bacterial reduction of 

2-so4 to form co
2 

and H2S (2) crystallization of sulfate minerals 

to form evaporites (3) erosion of evaporites and return to the 

sea. The fourth flux, oxidative weathering of pyrite feeds back 

the same sulfur to the sea but different oxygen and therefore has 

a different impact isotopically on the Sand O cycles. The isotope 

fractionations in the first two fluxes, ~o18o and ~o34s are: 

(1) ~o18o 

(2) ~o 18o = 

0 10 /oo 

0 3.5 /oo 

40°/oo 

1.65°/oo 

3.6 Age Dependence Of The Isotopic Composition Of Marine Sulfate 

34 18 . o Sando O measurements of evaporites throughout the world 

suggest that the isotopic composition of the ocean has not remained 

constant during the geologic past (THODE and MONSTER, 1965; HOLSER 

and KAPLAN, 1966; DAVIES and KROUSE, 1975; CLAYPOOL et al, 1980). 

34 For example, c S values of Cambrian evaporites throughout the 
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world are around +35°/oo, while o34s values of Permian evaporites are 

near +10°/oo (Fig. 5.15) _. REES (1970) modelled these isotopic 

variations in terms of bacterial reduction, sulfide oxidation, and 

evaporite formation processes. He indicated that although evaporite 



formation does not introduce appreciable isotope fractionation 

between precipitated gypsum and that in the solution, its role in 

influencing the o34s value of the ocean cannot be minimized. This 

is because the [SO~-] of the ocean is constant in his model. Hence 

evaporite formation affects the net isotopic fractionation produced 

by the input (sulfide-oxidation) and output (bacterial reduction) 

fluxes. His model predicts that o34s of the ocean should have tended 

to high values during periods when evaporite formation was of minor 

importance and to low values in periods of major evaporite formation. 
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Geologists have long recognized the unusually large global accumulations 

of gypsum in the rocks of the Permo-Triassic period. This corresponds 

to the time of lowest o34s values of the ocean and lends credence to 

REES' (1970) model. MCKENZIE (1972) also treated the sulfur concentration 

of the oceans as a constant and proposed a predictive model to 

assess the pyrite and sulfate depositional rates needed to account 

for an observed a34s shift in evaporites deposited in successive time 

intervals. It may be summarized as follows: 

where p 

Q = 

R = 

R p = 
Q t 1 - exp(- T) 

rate of Pyrite oxidation. 

a34s (Evaporite) - a34s (Pyrite) = 17 + 12 

following HOLSER and KAPLAN ( 1966) • 

River input flux = 2 X 1012 mol S/yr. 

0 29 /oo 



034s1 and o34~ are the initial and final evaporite 

values in an interval of time t. 

o34s is the o34s of the river influx taken as 1°/oo equal to R 
34 the average crustal o S. 

7 
T is the residence time of Sin the ocean= 2.0 x 10 yrs. 

34 0 If we consider a change of o S = 25 /oo during the Carboniferous 

to 10°/oo during the Fermo-Triassic, an interval of 100 million years, 

we find that an additional 6 x 1011 mol S/yr of pyrite should be 

oxidized and a corresponding amount of evapor-ite be precipitated to 

maintain the constant oceanic reservoir of 4.2 x 1019 mol S. This 

should happen for a 100 million years in addition to the staady state 
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11 flux of 11 x 10 -mol S/y~. This process makes an obviously . intolerable 

demand on the atmospheric oxygen. Most models for interpreting the 

isotope age curve lead to one or more of the following anomalies: 

(a) ca2+ deficit in the ocean (b) supersaturation of gypsum (c) un-

reasonable deficits or excesses of air oxygen (d) unreasonably fast 

sulfide deposition. 

HOLSER (1977) suggested that the observed sharp changes in 

o34s of the oceanic SO~- over a relatively short time could be explained 

by relating these variations to contemporaneous catastrophic events 

in the history of the oc·ean. For instance, the extensive sulfide 

. d 1 . h . . .t'
34s h precipitation require to exp ain as arp rise in u over as ort 

time, could actually have been going on for a much longer time. 

However, the residual heavy sulfate was somehow sequestered and 

did not leave its isotopic signature in the evaporite record. This 



2-accumulation of heavy so4 could have been occurring in the bottom 

brine of a stratified sea for a long time during which evaporite 

data would not show a rise in o34s. Tectonic destruction of such a 

2-basin would release the accumulated brine with its heavy so4 
to mix catastrophically with the ocean and give a world-wide sharp 

rise. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 

4.1 Conversion Of SO~- To Baso4 

All sulfates, whether dissolved or occurring in minerals 

(alabaster, anhydrite, jarosite, barite etc.) must be converted 

. 18 34 into pure Baso4 for reliable o O and o S analyses. 

Water samples containing s01- were acidified with dilute 

HCl. 10% BaCl 2 was then added to precipitate Baso4 . Low pH 

minimized BaC03 precipitation. The supernatant was decanted and 

the precipitate washed with de-ionized distilled water. After 

two washings, the decanted supernatant was examined for the 

presence of Cl by adding AgN03 . Washing continued until the 

[C l -] was below detection. Then the Baso4 was dried in an oven 

at 110°c and stored in a glass vial for future analyses. 

2-For small [S04 ] , an anion exchange column was used to 

concentrate the sulfate. Biorad AG-l-X8, 100-200 mesh was packed 

to a length of 20 cm in a pyrex column of diameter 1.0 cm. The 

resin was then washed with 100 ml , O.lN NaC l at a flow rate of 

1 ml /minute. This ensures that the resin is in the chloride 

form. The water sample containing the soz- was then passed 

through the column at a rate of 1 ml /minute. The adsorbed 

sulfate was then extracted by eluting with 100 ml , O.lN NaCl 

at the same flow rate. 2-The so4 in the eluate was precipitated 

with Bact2 after acidification as described before. If the 
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quantity of the precipitate was small, rather than using 

decantation, washing was carried out through a 45 µm 

millipore filter. 

Sulfate bearing minerals except barite (e.g. bloedite, 

gypsum) were ground to approximately 300 mesh and 100 mg of 

the powder added to 20 c.c. 6N HC £ and left overnight. BaC£2 
2-was added to the decanted supernatant to precipitate so4 . 

The Baso4 was washed and dried as described above. 

Barites usually require more extensive extraction 

procedures dependent upon associated minerals. Na2co3 fusion 

is not recommended as it leads to isotope exchange. (RAFTER 

and MIZUTANI, 1967). After comminution, the barite was treated 

with 6N HCl and left overnight. This dissolved sulfates (except 

BaS04) sulfides (except pyrite) and carbonates. The residue was 

transferred to a teflon beaker and a solution of 20 mi HF and 

5 mi 6N HCl added to break down silicates, producing gaseous SiF4 . 

The precipitate was then washed several times (carefully because 

of the presence of HF). Washing ceased when halide ions were no 

longer present as shown by adding AgN0 3 to the decanted supernatant. 

The residue was then oxidized overnight in 1 mi liquid Br2 and 

20 ml HN03 :HC£ (3:1) in a glass beaker. Acid insoluble sulfides 

(e.g. Pyrite) were thereby oxidized to water soluble sulfates 

which were decanted off. The residual Baso4 was washed and dried 

as described above. 
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4.2 o18o Analyses Of Baso4 

Baso4 is preferred for o18o analyses of sulfates because 

other minerals such as Caso4 may yield so2 when heated with 

graphite. Hence Baso4 is also preferable if the reduced product 

(BaS) is to be used for o34s analyses. When Baso4 is intimately 

mixed with pure graphite and heated to approximately l000°c, 

a mixture of CO and co2 is evolved as summarized by the following 

reaction 

l000°C 
(x+2y) Baso4 + 4(x+y)C > (x+2y) Bas+ 4x CO+ 4y co2 

where x = 0 and y = 0 correspond to the two extremes of 100% 

co2 and 100% co production respectively. For oxygen isotope 

analyses, it is desirable to minimize co production initially and 

necessary to convert any CO generated to co2 . 

Earlier work by the author (SHAKUR, 1979) utilized a 

quartz tube furnace for reduction of sulfate by graphite. 

This technique was quite successful although there was always 

the concern of oxygen isotope exchange with the quartz as discussed 

by SAKAI and KROUSE (1971). Therefore a new conversion apparatus 

was designed which (1) eliminated any possibility of oxygen 

isotope exchange, (2) realized greater sample throughput, and 

(3) resulted in more precise isotopic data. 
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- --- - ----------------------------------~ 

Most of the reactor was constructed of stainless steel(Fig. 4.1) 

The cap was fashioned from a stainless steel beaker to which a 

grooved annular stainless steel plate(~ 2 cm thick) was inert 

gas welded. This groove (14 cm diameter) held a viton 0-ring 

which contacted the flat surface of the stainless steel base 

plate. The cap was fastened to the base plate by means of two 

inexpensive suitcase type latches. The top of the cap had a 

sapphire window (3 cm dia.) for monitoring the temperature of 

any of the four platinum boats inside the reactor using an optical 

pyrometer. This proved useful initially for choosing appropriate 

thicknesses of platinum foil for the boats so that the required 

temperature could be achieved without excessive power dissipation 

and overheating of the electrical leads. When the dimensions 

of the boat had been decided, temperature versus voltage curves 

were determined. After this calibration, optical pyrometry was 

seldom used. 

The base of the reactor had eight vertical electrical 

leads surrounded by concentric porcelain insulation and a 

mounting ring. These are commercially available and can either 

be mounted permanently (welded or silver soldered) or with viton 

0-rings and screw cap fittings. The leads (copper) are rated 

at more than 30 amperes. The top of each vertical lead was 

pushed into a hole in the bottom face of a stainless steel 

rectangular block (3 cm high x 1 cm x 1 cm). At the top of 
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each block, the end of the platinum boat was pinched between 

the vertical faces of a recess 0.5 cm x 1 cm x 2 cm and a 

stainless steel block of these same dimensions using two 

horizontal stainless steel screws (Figure 4.1). In this W?Y, 

4 platinum canoes, each folded from a 20 mm x 10 nun x 0.025 mm 

foil could be held in place inside the reactor. Each boat 

was heated by a 16V 60A transformer which in turn was controlled 

by a 120V 8A Variac on its primary. The platinum boats which 

formed the highest electrical resistance in the circuit, could 

attain a temperature of 1000 - 1100°c in a matter of seconds. 

The cap of the reactor had copper tubing wound around it to 

permit cooling by circulating cold water. This is probably 

not mandatory, but was considered desirable to minimize thermal 

stress on the sapphire window. 

The reactor was connected to the adjoining pyrex line with 

the aid of a 'KOVAR' metal to glass joint and 'SWAGELOKS' with 

ferrules. The pyrex line consisted of a U-trap for freezing 

down co2 , a conversion chamber for converting CO to co2 , a 

differential Hg-manometer, and manifold for removing prepared 

co2 samples (Figure 4.2). 

The CO to co2 conversion chamber was an 18 cm long pyrex 

tube connected to the main line by a 34/45 joint. Two parallel 

platinum foil electrodes 1 cm wide and 5 cm long were suspended 

5 mm apart about midway in the tube by means of tungsten wires 

whose upper ends were sealed via special graded glass. The 
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secondary winding of a 7.5 KV 75 mA transfonner was connected 

in series with a 100 Im 30W resistor and a 63 m.A fuse to the 

tungsten leads. These components in series were mandatory 

because the resistance between the platinum plates varies 

drastically from nearly infinite (High Vacuum) to near zero 

(when ionization of the gas occurs). 

10-15 mg Baso4 were intimately mixed with the same weight 

of 99.9999% graphite in an agate mortar. This mixture was 

transferred to a platinum boat in the reactor. The boat was 

then pinched together at the top. When four samples were loaded, 

the cap of the reactor was secured with the two suit-case latches 

and the chamber evacuated. The boats were heated below 600°c 

to drive off water vapor for 15-30 minutes as required (by 

observing the vacuum gauge). Styrofoam cups containing liquid-N2 

were then placed under the U-trap and the sparking chamber. The 

temperature of the boat was raised to 900°c. Since any co2 

generated was readily frozen in the U-trap, the production of 

CO was monitored by the vacuum gauge. The CO was continuously 

sparked throughout the reaction. The temperature of the boat was 

gradually raised to a maximum of ll00°C. The reaction and 

sparking conversion was complete in 10 to 20 minutes depending 

on the amount of CO produced. Trapped CO in co2 was released 

by thawing and sparking again to ensure complete conversion. A 

dry ice-ethanol bath was used to trap any traces of water 

before freezing the co2 into sample containers on the manifold. 
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4.3 34 o S Measurement Of Baso4 

During the earlier part of this research, the conventional 

method of preparing so2 by oxidizing Ag 2s with Cu2o was followed 

(FRITZ~ al, 1974). Ag 2S was prepared by adding O.lN AgN03 to 

the BaS dissolved from the graphite reduction of Baso4 (RAFTER, 

1957). In latter stages of this work sulfate was directly reduced 

with sodium metaphosphate at 900-950°c. so3 generated in the 

reaction was passed over hot copper (750°C) to yield so2 • 

900°c 
BaS04 + NaP03 ---> 

750°C 
S03 +Cu---> so2 + CuO. 

The procedure was a simplification of that described by HALAS 

and WOLDCEWICZ (1981). In principle, this method can be used not 

only for Baso4 but also for Caso4 and Srso4 (S. HALAS, pers. comm., 

1981). The new procedure was preferred because of better reproducibi-

lity and ease of preparation. 

For greater sample throughput, two parallel vacuum lines 

were constructed as shown in Fig. 4.3. Each reactor was heated 

alternately by an electric furnace mounted on castors. About 100 mg 

of inexpensive technical grade, NaP03 (Fisher Scientific Company) 

was loaded at the bottom of a small quartz ampoule (3.5 cm long, 

6 mm O.D.) and then 15 mg of Baso4 sample was placed on top. This 

ampoule was then plugged with quartz wool and inserted into a quartz 

envelope of 10 mm O.D. and 20 cm long. Technical grade fine copper 
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turnings (obtained from Allied Chemicals) were rolled into a 

roughly cylindrical shape about 10 cm long. This roll of copper 

was also inserted into the quartz envelope containing the sample 

ampoule. The quartz envelope was then transferred to the main 

reactor tube which was made of Vycor (20 mm O.D., 30 cm long, 

2mm wall thickness) and connected to the pyrex part of the 

preparation line by a Cajon "Ultra torr" union. 

The line (Fig. 4.3) was evacuated for 5 minutes. In order 

to facilitate the outgassing of water vapor, the hot furnace was 

moved over the reactor tube for a short time. Stopcock K1 was 

closed, the U-trap immersed in liquid nitrogen, and the hot furnace 

placed over the reactor tube. The furnace was always set for 

1000°c, but its temperature dropped to~ 880° when the reactor tube 

was abruptly inserted. In approximately 20 minutes the temperature 

of the sample ampoule rose slowly to a final value of 950°-1000° C. 

At this point, the furnace was rolled back and used to heat the second 

parallel line containing another sample. The liquid N2 trap was 

replaced by a n-pentane-liquid N2 slush and high vapour pressure 

contaminants like co2 and o2 pumped away. A dry ice-ethanol bath 

was then used to retain any water vapor while the pure so2 was 

transferred and frozen into a sample container for o34s analysis. 

Table (4.1) and Fig. (4.4) depict the reproducibility as a 

function of reaction time. The o34s values obtained for a reaction 

0 time of 20 min. had a reproducibility of± 0.05 /oo expressed as 

standard deviation of the mean. 
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TABLE 4.1 

Results of o34s Measurements of Fisher Scientific 

Baso4 For Different Reaction Times 

Time External Yield 
034s 0 /oo Min. Temp. oc Arbitrary 

Units 

7.5 880 - 950 34 -3.49 

10 850 - 960 40 -3.30 

13.5 860 - 970 37 -3.05 

15 800 - 950 -2.42 

16.5 860 - 980 42 -2.76 

17.5 870 - 1000 37 -2.51 

18 890 - 990 44 -2 .18 

20 870 - 980 39 -2.26 

20 950 - 1000 -2.23 

23 890 - 1000 44 -2 .26 

25 880 - 1000 42 -2 .26 

28 820 - 980 -2.29 
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4.4 Mass Spectrometry 

A sample inlet system, ion source, mass analyzer and ion current 

detectors are the principal components of a stable isotope mass 

spectrometer. The sample inlet system was continually modified 

during this research program. Mercury rams used for altering sample 

volume and hence pressure were replaced by stainless steel bellows 

which were generally cleaner and accommodated a larger range of 

sample sizes. The magnetic valve system which alternately introduced 

the standard and unknown were replaced by the pneumatic inlet system 

described by HALAS (1979). This system had considerably less 

cross-talk and eliminated an expensive vacuum system. 

The mass spectrometers used for analyzing co2 and so2 were 

built around Micromass 602 and 903 components, manufactured by 

Vacuum Generators, Winsford, U.K. The Micromass 602 is a 6 cm radius, 

90° sector magnetic deflection instrument with a resolution of about 

150. It has two Faraday collectors and is designed specifically for 

isotope ratio measurements. The micromass 903 is similar to 602 

except that it has a 9 cm radius of curvature and three collectors 

for simultaneous measurement of the 44, 45, and 46 ion beams 

(Figs. 4.5.; 4 •. 6). 

The pneumatic inlet system for introducing the standard and 

unknown gases was controlled by a Rockwell Aim 65 microprocessor. 

The microprocessor also read a digital ratiometer and calculated 

the ratios of the ion currents, a-values and standard deviations 
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ION OPTICS OF SECTOR . MAGNETIC 
FIELD 

2 · Cp- r cot <P) (q - r cot (p) = ( r cosec (p) 
IF cp: 90°, p = r 

Fig. 4.5 Focussing of ions by 90° sector magnetic field 

of 602 and 903 mass spectrometers. 



which were printed on thennal printer paper. Standard deviations 

0 of better than± 0.04 /oo were possible with this equipment under 

the ideal conditions. 
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In stable isotope analyses, necessary corrections fall into two 

classes. In the first category are those due to unresolved ion species. 

F 1 66 . d . 1 f . 32S180160+ d or examp e, mass is compose main yo two ions, an 

34s16o;. For the Micromass 602 collector geometry, (Fig. 4.6), 

a correction equation is given by HALAS (1977) as: 

where 066 is the measured a-value based on the mass 66 ion current. 

o18o is the a-value of the sample with respect to the standard. For 

o13c analyses, the correction equation is the same for 602 and 903 

. b . b h h . 45 · d mstruments, ecause in ot cases t e ratio - is measure. 
44 

o13c = 1.0676 045 - 0.0338 o18o (HALAS, 1977) 

18 However, for o O analyses, the correction eq~ations are different 

for 602 and 903 as the collector geometry is different (Fig. 4.6). 

1. 0010 046 0.002 o13c (903) 

o18o 1.0014 046 + 0.009 o13c (602) 

45 46 . 66 o and o are defined analogously too defined earlier. 

Corrections in the second category involve factors such as "tailing" 

of the major ion current under minor ion currents, "cross-talk" in 

the sample switch-over valve system and mismatch in the leaks. It 

is expedient to use two or more isotopically different working 

standards to calibrate the mass spectrometer daily rather than to 
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evaluate the magnitude of each correction individually. This 

practice was followed in the current studies. 
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CHAPTER 5 

OCEANS AND SEDIMENTS 

5.1 Introduction 

2-Significant isotopic excursions of oceanic so4 with geological 

time are well documented (sec. 3.6). However, the spread in a34s 

values for any given geological age is rather large and warrants 

further investigation. The spreads may in part reflect sampling 

practices. Instead of complete evaporite sections,"grab" samples 

have frequently been analyzed without documenting their position in 

a section. Attention may not have been paid to post-depositional 

alterations. For some age spans, very few reliable data are available. 

To date, only a small percentage of the a34s data in the literature 

h . .1'180 1 as accompanying u va ues. 
18 2-The temporal variation of o O (ocean so4 ) is not so well 

established, although a general trend, not always sympathetic with 

the a34s, is believed to exist (CLAYPOOL~ al, 1980). 
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This chapter discusses Sand O isotope data from gypsum and 

anhydrite obtained from evaporite sections, drill cores, and outcrops. 

It will be seen that a18o data are particularly effective in identifying 

alterations of primary deposits. It is argued that only data from 

primary evaporites should be retained for plotting the a-value of 

2-oceanic so4 versus age curve. Finally, the possibility of employing 

marine barites to estimate the isotopic composition of ancient oceanic 

so2- is explored. 4 



5.2 34s and 180 Abundances Differentiate Upper Cambrian 
And Lower Devonian Gypsum-Bearing Units, District Of 
MacKenzie, N.W.T. 

5.2.1 Introduction 

The two major sources for dissolved sulfates in spring waters 

in the Franklin Mountains between Willowlake River and Fort Good 

Hope, N.W.T., are the evaporite sequences in the Upper Cambrian 

Saline River Formation and the Lower Devonian Bear Rock Formation 

(VAN EVERDINGEN and KROUSE, 1977). As indicated by HOLSER and 
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KAPLAN (1966) and more recently by CLAYPOOL~ al, (1980), Upper 

Cambrian sulfates have 34s;32 s abundance ratios that are significantly 

higher than those for sulfates from the Lower Devonian. 34 8 S analyses 

carried out in 1977 on gypsum samples collected from outcrops, drill 

cuttings and cores confirmed this trend for the two evaporite format-

ions in the study area (VAN EVERDINGEN and KROUSE, 1977). 

In the research for this thesis, 8180 and additional concurrent 

834 s analyses, using improved analytical techniques, were conducted 

on sulfates from the Bear Rock and Saline River Formations. The 

earlier 834s data for samples from an evaporitic section on the 

northeast side of Norman Range (MQ-2), which was originally mapped 

as Saline River Formation (AITKEN et al, 1973), indicated the presence 

of a thrust fault in the section, with Saline River strata overlying 

Bear Rock strata. The 8180 data in addition to the improved 834s 

data not only confirmed the earlier conclusions but better defined 

the position of the thrust fault. 



5.2.2 Background Samples 

A number of background samples, consisting of pieces of gypsum 

and anhydrite selected from drill cores and cuttings from three 

exploratory wells in the study area, were made available by the 

Institute of Sedimentary and Petroleum Geology, Geological Survey 

of Canada, Calgary. In addition, outcrop samples of gypsum were 

collected at several locations in the study area. Sample locations 

are shown in Figure 5.1. 

Well names, locations, and sampled intervals for the subsurface 

samples, and locations for the outcrop samples are listed in 

Table 5.1 for the Bear Rock Formation and in Table 5.2 for the 

Saline River Formation. 

The outcrop samples were generally uniform in both crystal 

size and colour, with the exception of those from one outcrop of 

the Saline River Formation (No. 9 in Fig. 5.1) which displayed 

significant variation in colour. These samples were separated on 

the basis of colour before being analysed (Table 5.2). 

Sulfur and oxygen isotope data for the background samples 

are presented in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. 34 Theo S values for the 

Bear Rock Formation (Table 5.1) ranged from +15.1 to +24.4°/oo, with 

0 a mean of +17.9 ± 2.5 /oo (Std. Dev.). The o18o values for the 

Bear Rock Formation ranged from +14.0 to +17.1°/oo, with a mean 

of +15.6 ± 0.9°/oo. 
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Source Formation: 

Bear Roc;k 

Drillhole samples 

Outcrop samples a 

Saline River 

• 

Both 

Fig. 5.1 Location map of Bear Rock and Saline River Formation 

samples from District of MacKenzie, N.W.T. 
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TABLE 5.1 
Isotope Data For Samples From The Bear Rock Formation (Lower Devonian) 

Location and Source of Samples Depth(m) 034s, 0 /oo 

1. Drill core, Imperial Vermilion Ridge #1, 406.6 +16.3 

N65°, 07' 51" - W126° 05' 00" (NTS 96E) 408.4 +15.2 

409.7 +16.3 

410.9 +16.4 

412.1 +16.7 

554.4 +16.1 

556.6 +18.7 

557.5 +16.8 

558.7 +18.0 

559.3 +18.1 

560.5 +21.8 

2. Drill cuttings, ARCO West Whitefish River H-34, 

N65° 33' 24" - Wl24° 35' 45" (NTS 96F), from +17.1 

interval 832.1 to 957.lm 

o18o, 0 /oo 

+16.3 

+15.4 

+15.9 

+16.0 

+15.0 

+15.9 

+17.1 

+15.2 

+16.0 

+16.0 

+14.9 

+14.2 

-...J 
I---' 



* 

TABLE 5.1 (cont'd) 

Location and Source of Samples o34S, o /oo a18o, 0 /oo 

3. Drill cuttings, Union Japex ~al.Blackwater E-11, 

N63° 40' 20" - Wl23° 03' 30" (NTS 95 0), from 

interval 963.2 to 1368.6m 

4. Outcrop of Bear Rock gypsum, Mt. Richard, 

N65° 33' 48" - W127° 18' 37" (NTS 96 E) 

5. Outcrop of Bear Rock gypsum near Paige Mountain, 

N65° 37' 20" - W127° 48' 46" (NTS 96 E) 

6. Outcrop of Bear Rock gypsum at Roche Qui Trempe a 

1 'eau N63° 18' 20" - Wl23° 37' 56" 

10. Outcrop of Bear Rock gypsum, Norman Range, 

N65° 17' - Wl26° 16' (NTS 96 E) 

* 

+21.0 

+17.1 

+19.8 

+24.4 

+15.1 

HITCHON and KROUSE 1972, Table 4, p. 1352; was assigned to Saline River Formation 

by AITKEN et al, (1973); interpreted as Bear Rock Formation on basis of o34s value, 

by VAN EVERDINGEN and KROUSE (1977). 

+14.0 

+16.8 

-..J 
N 



TABLE 5.2 
Isotope Data For Samples From The Saline River Formation (Upper Cambrian) 

Location and Source of Samples 

1. Drill core, Imperial Vermilion Ridge #1, 

N65° 07' 51" - Wl2 6° 05' 00" (NTS 96E) 

2. Drill cuttings, ARCO West Whitefish River 

H-34, N65° 33' 24" - W124 o 35' 45" (NTS 9 6F), 

from interval 1527.1 to 1539.2m 

3. Drill cuttings, Union Japex et alo Blackwater 

E-11, N63° 40' 20" - Wl23° 03' 30" (NTS 95 0), 

from interval 2042.2 to 2127.5m 

I 

Depth(m) I 

1359.4 I 

1360. 9 

1361. 5 

1362. 5 

1601. 7 

1603.3 

1607.8 

034s, 0 /oo I a18o, 0 /oo 

+28.7 I +14.9 

+28.3 +15.2 

+29.O +14.2 

+30.6 +14.6 

+27.7 +14. 9 

+32.6 +12.6 

+32.l I +12.6 

+32.6 +12.O 

+32. 6 +14.6 

'--1 
v) 



TABLE 5.2 (cont'd) 

Location and Source of Samples o34S,o/oo 

* 7. Outcrop of Saline River gypsum, Bloody River, 

N67° 57' - Wl19° 31' (NTS 86M) +27.2 

** 

* 

** 

8. Outcrop of Saline River gypsum, Franklin Mountains, 

3 samples 

9. Outcrop of Saline River gypsum, Bear Rock, 

N64° 58' 44" - Wl25° 41' 41" (NTS 96C), 

rusty red gypsum (4 samples) 

greenish gypsum (4 samples) 

white gypsum (3 samples) 

HITCHON and KROUSE, 1972, Table 4, p. 1352. 

+2 7. 6 to 31. 1 

~26.8; +29.0; +30.0; +30.6 

~26.8; +27.3; +28.0; +28.3 

~28.0; +28.1; +29.5 

THODE and MONSTER, 1965, Table 4, p. 372; no precise location given. 

--...J 



The o34s values for the Saline River Formation (Table 5.2) 

ranged from +26.8 to +32.6°/oo, with a mean of +29.2 ± 1.9°/oo. No 

overlap exists between this range and that for the Bear Rock Formation 

background samples. The o18o values in Table 5.2 indicate a range 
18 0 of o O for the Saline River Formation from +12.0 to +15.2 /oo, with 

a mean of +14.0 ± 1.2°/oo. 18 The ranges of o O for the Bear Rock 

and Saline River Formations show an overlap of 1.2°/oo between +14.0 

0 and +15.2 /oo. 
34 18 Histograms of the o Sando O values for the background 

samples are presented in Fig. 5 .2(a). The relationship between 

o34s and o18o for these samples is illustrated in Fig. 5.3. 

The results for the background samples show that stratigraphic 

differentiation of the two sulfate-bearing formations in the study 

area is possible on the basis of o34s values alone. However, when 

a long vertical section was sampled, it turned out that the o18o 

data delineated the two formations better than the o34s data, as 

illustrated next. 

5.2.3 Samples From Section MQ-2 

Sample No. 10 in Table 5.1, analysed by HITCHON and KROUSE 

(1972), was collected from an interval between 25.9 and 27.4 m above 

the base of section MQ-2, on the northeast side of the Norman Range, 

described by AITKEN et al, (1973) (for location see Fig. 5.1). 

The lower part of the section (0-162.2 m) was assigned by those 

authors (ibid., pp. 119-122) to the Upper Cambrian Saline River 

Formation. The upper part of the measured section consists of beds 
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of rhythmic and cyclic units of the Cambra-Ordovician Franklin 

Mountain Formation. The sample was included in Table 5.1 because 
34 0 34 the o S value of +15.1 /oo fits the range of o S for the Bear 

Rock Formation, rather than that for the Saline River Formation. 

In order to test the validity of the reassignment of this sample, 

the outcrop was resampled for further sulfur isotope analyses in 

June 1976; a group of samples was collected from the lower 20 m of 

the gypsum-bearing exposure (Table 5.3). Large pink gypsum crystals 

(up to 1.5 cm) and fine-grained clayey matrix, where present, were 

analysed separately, as were coatings of secondary gypsum removed 

from the underside of some of the beds. 

The original suite of samples collected from section MQ-2 by 

R.W. Macqueen in June 1968 and stored at the Institute of Sedimentary 

and Petroleum Geology in Calgary, was also made available. Small 

chips were collected from all samples that appeared to contain gypsum. 

Geological Survey of Canada sample numbers, distances of the samples 

above the base of the section and short sample descriptions are 

listed in Table 5.4. 

The results of the sulfur and oxygen isotope analyses for the 

1976 set of samples from section MQ-2 are listed in Table 5.3 

They are illustrated by histograms of the o34s and o18o values in 

Fig. 5.2(b) and by the plot of c34s vs. o18o in Fig. 5.3. 

34 0 Theo S values in Table 5.3 ranging from +15.9 to +18.9 /oo, 

fall within the range established for the Bear Rock Formation by the 

background samples (Fig. 5.3). 
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TABLE 5.3 

Isotope Data For Samples Collected in June 1976 From 

Lower Half Of Section MQ-2, Norman Range (96E) 

Source Description o34s, 0 /oo o18o, 0 /oo 

* Layer 1 Large crystals +18.4 +15.8 

Secondary gypsum +18.9 +4.4 

* Layer 2 Large crystals +18.5 +13.4 

Clayey matrix +17. 9 +3.7 

Secondary gypsum +18.5 +7.5 

* Layer 3 Large crystals +18.4 +14.8 

Secondary gypsum +17.7 +12.9 

* Layer 4 Large crystals +17.2 +16.5 

Greenish matrix +17 .4 +12.9 

Black massive gypsum +17.0 +9.6 

* Vein Fibrous gypsum +17. 6 +16. 2 

Redbed Gypsiferous mudstone +15.9 N.S. 

* 18 Only these o O values, for large crystals and vein gypsum, 

are shown in Fig. 5.2(b) (see text). 

N.S. - no sample available. 
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The o18o values in Table 5.3 range from +13.4 to +16.5°/oo 

0 for the large crystals and fibrous gypsum; from +4.4 to +12.9 /oo 

0 for the matrix samples; and from +3.7 to +12.9 Joo for the secondary 

18 gypsum. The range of o 0 values for the large crystals and the 

fibrous gypsum falls mostly within the range of o18o established 

for the Bear Rock Formation by the background samples (Fig. 5.2(a)). 

Two of the three values for secondary gypsum and one of the two 

values for the matrix samples, on the other hand, fall well below 

the established ranges of both the Bear Rock and Saline River 

Formations. 

18 These anomalously low o O values suggest interactions with 

light meteoric water, (o 18o -20°/oo) during transport of sulfate 

in solution, and/or bacterial reduction/reoxidation. In the latter 

h b d · · s
34s 1 · h h 1 f process, t e o serve positive u va ues require tat t e oss o 

reduced sulfur species from the system was minimal. o18o values thus 

differentiate alteration products from primary evaporites even where 

o34 s values fail to do so. 

Results of the isotope analyses for R.W. Macqueen's 1968 

sample sequence from section MQ-2 are presented in Table 5.4; they 

are illustrated in Fig. 5.2(c) and 5.3. The distribution of the 

o34s and o18o values with height of the sample locations above the 

base of the section is shown in Fig. 5.4. The bottom portion of 

Fig. 5.4 shows the ranges, means and standard deviations for both 

o34s and o18o for the Bear Rock and Saline River Formation background 

samples, to simplify comparisons. 
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GSC 
No. 

C40113 

C40067 

C40066 

C40065 

C40064 

C40063 

C40063 

C40062 

C40061 

C40060 

C40059 

G40058 

C40058 

TABLE 5. 4 

Isotope Data For Samples Collected By R.W. Macqueen in June 1968 From Section 

MQ-2, Norman Range (96E) 

Distance above base 
o34s, 0 

/ oo of section (m) Short Description 

321. 0 Gypsum vein +29.5 

139. 6 Gypsiferous mudstone +32.7 

134. 7 Secondary gypsum (on dolomite) +30.2 

115.8 Gypsum +34.7 

105.2 Gypsum +29.9 (a) 

91.4 Secondary gypsum +31. 5 (b) 

91. 4 Gypsiferous mudstone (red) +33.5 

74.7 Gypsum +24.7 

57.9 Gypsiferous mudstone (grey) +11.0 

4 7. 9 Gypsum +17.8 

33.1 Secondary gypsum (on mudstone) +16.7 

31.1 Secondary gypsum +17.3 

31.1 Gypsum +16.8 

o18o, 0 /oo 

r.s. 

+13. 3 

+12.2 

+11.4 

+10.8 

+11.3 

+12.0 

+11.6 

r.s. 

+16.7 

+13. 8 

+14. 7 

+15.5 

00 
0 



TABLE 5.4 (cont'd) 

GSC Distance above base 
No. of sect ion (m) 

C40057 29.9 

C40056 29.6 

C40055 25.9-27.4 

C40054 19.8 

C40053 12.2 

C40052 11.0 

C40049 0.9 

(a) Average of 4 values: 

(b) Average of 2 values: 

Short Description 

Secondary gypsum 

Gypsum 

Gypsum 

Secondary gypsum (on dolomite) 

Gypsum 

Gypsum 

Gypsum 

0 +29.6, +29.7, +30.1 and +30.2 /oo. 

0 +31.2 and +31.7 /oo. 

o34s, 0 /oo 

+18.2 

+18. 7 

+17.7 (c) 

+15.1 

+18.6 

+15.4 

+18.5 

(c) Value from HITCHON and KROUSE, 1972: +15.1°/oo (see Table 5.1, point 10). 

I.S. = insufficient sample for o18o; samples not included in Fig. 5.2. 

o18o, 0 /oo 

+15.5 

+15.0 

+16.4 

I.S. 

+16. 9 

+15.2 

+16.3 

00 
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The 834s values in Table 5.4 fall into two distinct groups. 

Values in the lower part of the section (+15.1 to +18.7°/oo) are 

within the range for the Bear Rock Formation; values in the upper 

part of the section (+29.5 to +34.7°/oo) fall within and slightly 

above the range established for the Saline River Formation. Sample 

34 0 C40061 has a 8 S value of +11.0 /oo, well below the range for Bear 

Rock gypsum; sample C40062 has a 834s value of +24.7°/oo, just above 

the highest value obtained for Bear Rock gypsum. The latter sample 

was nevertheless assigned to the Saline River Formation by VM 

EVERDINGEN and KROUSE (1977). 

The 8180 values in Table 5.4 form two non-overlapping groups 

that contain the same samples as the groups indicated by the 834s 

values. In the lower part of the section, 8180 values (+13.8 to 

+16.9°/oo) are generally within the range for the Bear Rock Formation; 

in the upper part of the section o18o values (+10.8 to +13.3°/oo) 

fall within and slightly below the range established for the Saline 

River Formation. The low 8180 value (+11.6°/oo) for sample C40062 

supports its earlier assignment to the Saline River Formation. 

18 For three of the samples 8 0 data could not be obtained. One 

of these was sample C40061, with the low 834s value (+11.0°/oo), 

57.9 m above the base of the section. The tentative assignment of 

this sample to the Bear Rock Formation on the basis of its o34s 
value can thus not be confirmed. No samples are available for the 

interval from 57.9 to 74.7 m in which the thrust-fault contact 

between the two formations is presumably located. 
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5.3 Evaporites In The Canadian Arctic 

5.3.1 Introduction 

A major geological province in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago 

is the Sverdrup basin (Fig. 5.5). The two major evaporite units 

in this region are the Otto Fiord Formation (Late Mississippian-

Middle Pennsylvanian) and the Mount Bayley Formation (Lower 

Permian). An extensive report on the stratigraphy and sedimentation 

of the Otto Fiord Formation has been published by NASSICHUK and 

DAVIES (1980). Since these represent very well preserved evaporites 

and can legitimately be called 'type evaporites', a thorough 

isotopic study was undertaken on complete sections from both 

evaporite sequences. Isotopic studies of complete sections not 

only give a more reliable estimate of the isotopic composition of the 

coeval ocean but can be useful in detecting short term major 

variations associated with catastrophic events. Moreover, such 

measurements can assess the fractionation associated with equilibrium 

crystallization, with the later precipitates postulated to be lighter 

than the earlier ones in a 'barred basin' situation (HOLSER and 

KAPLAN, 1966). Thirty seven o34s and o18o analyses spanning over 

270 meters of the Otto Fiord and 24 analyses covering 336 meters 

of the Mount Bayley Formation were performed. 
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5.3.2 The Otto Fiord Formation 

The Otto Fiord Formation, composed of anhydrites, limestone, 

shale, and sandstone of Late Mississippian to Middle Pennsylvanian 

age, occurs widely in the interior of the Sverdrup basin (Fig. 5.5). 

It is overlain by Middle Pennsylvanian to Lower Permian limestone, 

siltstone and shale of the Hare Fiord Formation (Fig. 5.6). The 

Otto Fiord Formation was originally named for a sequence of 

interbedded anhydrite, shale and limestone east of van Rauen Pass 

on northern Ellesmere Island. In the type area from which the core 

was recovered, (Fig. 5.6) the Otto Fiord has a thickness of about 

420 m and extends continuously for 10 km approximately parallel 

with Hare Fiord. The base of the type section is marked by a 

major thrust-fault (Fig. 5.7). The thickness is considerably less 

in eastern Axel Heiberg Island. Although the Otto Fiord Formation 

contains thick anhydrite units, reflecting hypersaline conditions, 

all limestone interbeds contain abundant ammonoids, trilobites, 

gastropods and other calcareous foraminifera and algae (Fig. 5.7). 

The rhythmic alternation of limestone and anhydrite units 

in the Otto Fiord formation at van Rauen Pass and the ~epetition 

within these units of similar lithologies and fabric suggest a 

'cyclic' pattern of sedimentation (Fig. 5.7). The contact between 

anhydrite and limestone at the base of each limestone unit is 

sharp, whereas the contact between limestone and anhydrite at the 

top of limestone is gradational through an interlaminated zone of 

both lithological types. This is construed to identify a 'type' 
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lithological cycle beginning with carbonate sediments and followed 

by the upper anhydrite accumulation (Fig. 5.7). The sharp contact 

at the top of the anhydrite (or base of limestone) units is 

interpreted as recording a renewed transgression of marine source 

water into the Sverdrup trough. Anhydrite units are typically 

more than 10m thick and many exceed 30m (Fig. 5.7). In addition 

to this thickness, the bedded gypsum pseudomorph fabrics argue 

for evaporite formation in a subaqueously hypersaline basin rather 

than a subaerial sabkha type environment. 

The o34s and o18o values of the Otto Fiord evaporites are 

listed in Table 5.5. The bottom samples are near the base of the 

Formation and are of Lower Namurian or Upper Chesterian age. The 

following discussion will concentrate on three representative 'cycles' 

which are presented in Table 5.7 along with the a-values of the 

top and bottom samples of the anhydrite bed. In the absence of 

extensive bacterial s01- reduction, the uppermost anhydrite in a 

given cycle is expected to have the lowest a-values because of 

isotopic selectivity during crystallization (sec. 3.5; 6.4). 

first precipitation leaves the brine isotopically lighter. 

The 

If m 
0 

is the initial mass of sulfate in the brine and m is the mass of 
C 

sulfate precipitated then the fraction of sulfate remaining in the 

brine is (1 - :c 1. Drawing an analogy with Equation 6, Chapter 1, 
0 

we see that 
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TABLE 5.5 

Isotopic Data For The Otto Fiord Formation 

Meters Above 
o34S 0180 Sample No. Base of Formation 

253 280.1 16.4 15.0 

24 5 ( 1) 267.98 15.1 13.2 

245(2) 267.94 15.5 13.3 

245 (3) 267.90 15.2 13.1 

244 263.9 15.5 13.4 

243 (1) 261. 84 15.5 13. 4 

243(2) 261. 80 15.2 13.2 

242 257.9 14.8 13.0 

241 254.5 15.6 13. 0 

240 248.7 16.1 11.1 

226 223.1 16.6 14.8 

225 222.8 16.3 14.9 

224 217.9 16.4 14.9 

223 210 15.5 14.0 

221 205.7 15.7 13. 9 

220 199.8 15.6 13.8 

219(Primary) 192.0 15.5 14.0 

219 (Secondary) 192.0 16.2 14.0 

210 173.7 15.5 13.6 

209 167.3 15. 8 14.2 
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TABLE 5.5 (cont'd) 

Meters Above 
834S 0180 Sample No. Base of Formation 

208 164.3 16.7 16.1 

202 149.0 15. 6 14.5 

201 ( 1) 146. 54 15.5 13.0 

202(2) 146. 50 15.4 13.2 

195 132. 9 15.7 15.2 

194 126. 5 16.0 14.8 

193 123.4 16.0 15.0 

189 117.7 15.5 13.8 

185 97.2 15.8 14.1 

183 85.6 15.7 13.1 

15 7 (Primary) 82. 3 16.2 14.0 

157(Secondary) 82.3 15. 7 14.4 

151 66.8 16.2 15. 3 

149 56.4 17.0 15.3 

146 48.8 16.2 14.7 

138(White) 9.1 16.0 13. 7 

138(Pink) 9.1 15.6 13.6 



034s( Brine sof- remaining). - 0
34s( initial brine) 

or sea water 

0 
where 1.65 /oo represents the instantaneous fractionation between 

crystallized sulfate and sulfate in solution. The above equation 

is equivalent to: 

034s(last precipitate) - 034s(initial precipitate)= 1.65 in (1 - :cl 
0 

For 0180, the instantaneous fractionation between precipitated gypsum 

0 and that in solution is 3.5 /oo. Hence we get 

o18o(final precipitate) ,t-180(' .. 1 . . ) u initia precipitate = 

These equations are graphically represented in Fig. 5.8. A rigorous 

proof of the equation is based on the problem of trace element partit-

ioning in a closed system (McINTIRE, 1963). An examination of 

Table 5. 7 shows that the top of the anhydrite bed in a given cycle 

has a slightly lower o34s value than the bottom of the bed (~o 34s 
varies from 0.3 to 0.8°/oo). However the 60180 value is 0°/oo in 

the third cycle (66.8 to 564.m), negative (-0.2°/oo) in the first 

cycle (267.98 to 254.5m), and only positive in the second cycle, 

0 0.3 /oo. 

M34s. 

As can be seen in Fig. 5.8, one would expect 60180 2 

Moreover, in the case of one cycle from 267.98 to 254.Sm, 
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where 8 samples were available for analyses, a consistent trend was 

not observed. In fact, the scatter between some closely spaced 

samples was nearly of the same magnitude as the difference between end 
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members. These observations tend to indicate that the mechanism of 

formation of these evaporites is generally not amenable to the 

model of simple precipitation from a closed brine until the next 

cycle of marine transgression. It would appear that one could take 

the mean for a given cycle as the best representative a-value for 

the soz- of the contemporaneous ocean. For example, one finds that 

for the 8 samples between 267.98m and 254.5m, a 34s = 15.3 ± 0.3 

(Std. Dev.) and o18o = 13.2 ± 0.2. The small value of the standard 

deviation is not much greater than th2 precision of measurement. 

If one takes the mean a-values for the three cycles (Table 5.7) 

both the o34s and o18o values decrease steadily in going up the 

section. This suggests that the a-values of the oceanic sof-
decreased rather uniformly from Lower Namurian to Middle Namurian. 

5.3.3 Mount Bayley Formation 

In addition to Carboniferous evaporites, Permian evaporites 

have been recorded from the northern areas of the Sverdrup basin. 

The lower most Permian (Asselian) Mt. Bayley Formation near the 

eastern edge of the basin on northern Ellesmere Island extends to a 

thickness of 503m (Fig. 5.6) but anhydrites sampled for this study 

extend to 336m, above which cyclicity as discussed before is not 

well-defined. 

As in the case of the Otto Fiord Formation, three representative 

cyclic units, interspersed throughout the section will be discussed. 

The a-values for the top and bottom samples and the means for each 

anhydrite bed are listed in Table 5.7. It is seen that while 
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TABLE 5. 6 

Isotopic Data For The Mount Bayley Fonnation 

Meters Above 
834S 0180 Sample No. Base of Formation 

1821 439.5 12. 4 12. 6 
1820 419.1 12.5 12. 4 

1819 408.4 13.0 12.2 
1815 356.6 13. 2 12. 6 
1809 285.0 13.6 14.6 
1807 275.2 14.0 15.0 
1806 268.8 13.6 14.8 
1805 239.3 13. 8 14. 7 
1804 234.7 13. 9 15. 0 
1802 230.1 13.1 12.8 

1797 198.7 13.5 13. 3 
1796 191.4 13.7 13.5 

1782 143.3 13. 5 13.4 
1781 140.5 13. 7 13.9 
1780 135.9 14. 4 14.3 

1778 130.8 14.2 14. 0 

1777 129. 5 13. 6 13.5 

1763 119.1 13.5 13.4 

1762 116.1 13.1 13. 3 

1761 112 .8 14.2 13.9 

1756 109. 7 14. 3 14.9 

1753 105.5 13.7 14. 6 

1752 104.2 14.7 15.4 

1751 103.6 16.0 14.8 



TABLE 5.7 

a-values Of Three 'Cycles' For The Otto Fiord 

And Mt. Bayley Formations 

Otto Fiord Fonnation 

Cycle Interval 
o34S Mean 0180 (m above base of 

Formation) Top Bottom o34S Top Bottom 

267,98 
to 15.1 15.6 15.3 13.2 13. 0 

254.5 

117.7 to 97.2 15.5 15.8 15.7 13.8 14.1 

66.8 to 56.4 16.2 17.0 16.6 15.3 15.3 

Mt. Bailei Fonnation 

419.1 to 408.4 12.5 13. 0 12 .8 12. 4 12.2 

198.7 to 191.4 13. 5 13.7 13.6 13. 3 13.5 

116.1 to 112.8 13.1 14.2 13. 7 13. 3 13. 9 
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Mean 
0180 

13.2 

14.0 

15.3 

12. 3 

13.4 

13. 6 



34 ' 0/ 18 0 to S varies from 0.2 to 1.2 oo, ~a Ovaries from -0.2 to 0.6 /oo. 

This is consistent with the conclusions drawn from the Otto Fiord 

Formation. The fractionations do not conform to simple crystallizat-

ion of gypsum. As with the Otto Fiord Formation, the mean a-values 

for sulfur and oxygen in the three cycles decrease in going up the 

section. Since it is known that the Upper Permian oceans had 

minimum a-values, one can speculate that the a-values of oceanic 

2-so4 have been decreasing steadily at least since the Lower Permian 

(Asselian) times. 

5.4 Isotopic Studies Of Anhydrite Cements In Upper Devonian 
Dolostones, Alberta 

5.4.1 Introduction 

The relative age of pore-filling cements in carbonate rocks is 

usually deciphered by textural relationships. While the precise 

instant of formation of the cement is difficult to assess, evaluation 

of the phy~ical (T,P) and chemical conditions that prevailed during 

the precipitation of the cement may indicate how "late" the cement 

in the rock was emplaced. An extensive report on late stage calcite, 

dolomite and anhydrite cements which occur in dolostones of the 

Nisku Formation (Fig. 5.10) including thin section petrography, fluid 

inclusion microthermometry, stable isotope analyses and electron 

microprobe analyses is being published elsewhere (NAHNYBIDA et al, 

1982). The entire diagenetic sequence was interpreted as: 

(a) selective dissolution of fossils 

(b) dolomitization 
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(c) stylolitization (extensive) 

(d) late stage anhydrite emplacement 

The fluid inclusion homogenization and final melting temperatures 

indicate the late calcite cements formed from brines, approximately 

three times sea water concentration and at temperatures of about 

140°c. In this thesis, only the stable isotope aspect of that 

report will be emphasized. 

5.4.2 Location and Lithology 

The well (LSD 10-15-52 8W5), is in an off-reef position in the 

West Pembina area, and was the subject of a thorough geological, 

geophysical and geochemical study by Chevron Exploration (1979) 

(Fig. 5.9). Samples of core from the Zeta Lake member of the Nisku 

Formation (Fig. 5.10) were collected over a 75m (2271-2346m) interval 

for isotopic analyses of anhydrite cements. 

The lithologies comprise wackestones, floatstones and mudstones. 

The framework fossils are tabular stromatoporoids and branching 
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corals with brachiopod and crinoid fragments being common constituents 

of the matrix (Fig. 5.11). Generally the reef section is very 

porous, although the porosity distribution exhibits considerable 

variation dependent on the extent of late diagenetic cementation. 

Dolomitization of the matrix contributes significant intercrystalline 

porosity to the overall porosity of the reef. Moldic or vugular 

porosity, which is the most conspicuous porosity, resulting from 

selective dissolution of fossils is generally occluded by late 

34 18 diagenetic cements of calcite and anhydrite. Theo Sando O values 
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of the anhydrite cements were the subject of this study. 

Anhydrite occurs in two distinct textural forms within the 

Zeta Lake member. The early stratiform masses occur as white, 

fine-grained mats of anhydrite crystals in nodular patches up to 

0.3m in thickness. In thin section, this anhydrite consists of 

felted masses of acicular crystals up to 0.5mm long. Some early 

moldic porosity is filled with this type of anhydrite. Euhedral 

dolomite rhombohedral crystals, lining the moldic pore cavities, 

appear to deform the alignment of anhydrite crystallites. Either 

the _anhydrite was forced into the cavity as a solid or dolomite 

growth post dates this anhydrite. The later pore-space filling 

bladed crystals are up to 10mm in length. These fill dolomite 

lined vugs and by textural criteria are later than the nodular 

anhydrite. Calcite and anhydrite were rarely observed in contact 

with each other, but in one thin section, bladed anhydrite was found 

to occlude a vug partially filled with calcite. This implied that 

bladed anhydrite is coeval with or later than the coarse calcite 

cement. This anhydrite was observed adjacent to or cross-cutting 

stylolites suggesting that it is slightly later than calcite which 

cuts and is cut by stylolites. 
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Pyrite is present in most samples as fine-grained irregular 

masses of subhedral to euhedral crystals. It is associated with 

early, massive anhydrite and fossil fragments, occurs along stylolites 

and occasionally cross-cuts dolomite, calcite and anhydrite cements. 

This would suggest that pyrite has formed at many stages during 
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diag~nesis from the earliest to the latest events. 

5.4.3 Isotopic Composition Of Anhydrite Cements 

34 18 o Sando O analyses for the anhydrite cements of this study 

are reported in Table 5.8. 34 18 . A plot of o S versus o O is presented 

in Fig. 5.12. It is seen that the early massive anhydrite data form 

a cluster distinct from those of the late coarsely crystalline 

anhydrite. 34 The mean o S values for the early and late anhydrite 

are 22.0°/oo ± 0.2 (Std. Dev., a) and 24.8°/oo ± 0.7 respectively . 

The corresponding o18o averages are 15.5 ± 0.3°/oo and 16.3 ± 0.5°/oo. 

It appears that sulfate introduced into the pore water by dissolution 

of "early" anhydrite was partially reduc ed to sulfide. The "later11 

anhydrite cements thus reflect the preferential enrichment in o34s 
and o18 o in the residual pore solution. This hypothesis is concordant 

with the following observations: 

1. The scatter in the a-values for the early anhydrites 

is as small . as the isotopic reproducibility of a 

given sample. 

2. The scatter is more pronounced for the late anhydrites, 

as one would expect for bacterial reduction processes. 

3. The fractionation relationship bo 34s 4 ~o 18o has been 

frequently observed in bacterial reduction. 

4. The presence of authigenic pyrite with a broad range 

of temporal-textural relationships suggests formation 

from sulfide generated by bacterial reduction. 
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TABLE 5. 8 

Isotopic Data For Anhydrite Cements, Nisku Formation 

Depth(m) 834S 0180 

2271 21. 7 15.2 

2274 24.1 16.5 

2291.9 21. 7 15.5 

2306.8 22.2 16.0 

2308 22.2 15.3 

2317 25.5 16.2 

2328 22.0 15.6 

2333 22.2 15.3 

2342.8 24.2 15.5 

2346 25.5 16.8 
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If the above model for the precipitation · of anhydrite cements 

is valid, then one would conclude that th.e a-values· of the early 

anhydrite reflect those associated with Frasnian oceanic soz-. 
34 CLAYPOOL et al, (1980) report 8 S values for Frasnian evaporites 

from 22°/oo to 32°/oo with 24.5°/oo as their best estimate. The 

corresponding o18o values ranged from 15°/oo to 190/oo with 16.5°/oo 

as the best estimate~ The large range of a-values for a relatively 

short period of geological time is alarming and probably represents 

indiscreet sampling. The current data suggest that a o34s value 

0 18 0 • of 22.0 /oo and a o O value of 15.5 Joo is closer to that expected 

for Frasnian evaporites. Moreover, the range quoted by CLAYPOOL 

et al requires further clarification because even bacterial reduction 

processes in the Nisku cements did not generate a residual sulfate 

pool more than 3°/oo enriched in 34 s and 1°/oo in 180. 
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The anhydrite reported in this study formed from two distinct 

processes and had dif ferent textural properties. Thus apart from 

evaporites, anhydrite and gy psum cements could be screened to select 

"primary" sul fat es . Such screening would nar row the range of a- values 

d s34 d s l80 . . 1 . 1 use to construct u San u composition versus geo ogica age 

curves for paleo-oceanic sulfates. 



5.5 The Possibility Of A Barite Isotopic Composition-Age Curve 

5.5.1 Introduction 

Sulfur and oxygen isotope data from evaporite deposits attest 

to significant temporal isotope variations in the sulfate of 

ancient oceans (sees. 3.6, 5.2, 5.3). Since evaporites represent 

only one type of marine depositional environment, it is desirable 

to obtain data from other sedimentary sulfate minerals. It was 

fortunate that this objective could be met utilizing a suite of 

barites spanning a wide range of geological ages in marine sediments 

of Western Canada. This is probably the first time an attempt has 

been made to relate sulfur and oxygen isotope composition of barites 

to obtain their age of occurrence. Carbon and oxygen isotope 

compositions were determined on three carbonate specimens associated 

with the barites. 

5.5.2 Regional Setting And Nature Of Samples 

These barite samples are from the Misty Creek embayment, 

Bonnet Plume (NTS 106B) and surrounding map areas in the Yukon 

and Northwest Territories, and from the Ware, and Trutch map areas, 

Northeastern British Columbia (Fig. 5.13). (CECILE,1978; 

CECILE and NORFORD, 1979). Most of the specimens are from Lower 

and Middle Paleozoic open marine deep water facies. Other specimens 

are from shales hosting Late Devonian to Mississippian barite and 

probably represent more restricted marine conditions. 
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Early paleogeographic reconstructions of the study area feature 

limestone and dolomite deposition in shallow continental seas with 

a relatively sharp transition oceanwards to a deeply submerged 

shelf where shale, fine-grained limestone, and sedimentary barite 

accumulated during the Lower Paleozoic (Fig. 5.13). 

Widespread uplift and erosion occurred in the area of the 

paleocontinental edge during the Middle Paleozoic. Evidence for 

marine conditions during the Devona-Mississippian (Middle Paleozoic) 

are based on two occurrences of Late Devonian barites in the study 

area which contain the marine amrnonoid Ponticeras sp. (W.W. NASSICHUK, 

pers. comm., 1981). 

The barites sampled for this study area are of several types; 

sedimentary nodules, thin as well as very local thick accumulations 

of bedded sedimentary barite, and secondary vug and vein fillings 

in limestone. Thin accumulations and nodules of sedimentary barite 

of late Middle to early Late Devonian age are found in the same 

stratigraphic position over large areas of the northern Canadian 

Cordillera. This precipitation over a large region at one time 

should be isotopically uniform and reflect either the original sea 

water or the sea water after some bacterial sulfate reduction has 

occurred. On the other hand, very thick local accumulations of 

the same age must have an anomalous source of barium which could 

relate to local submarine spring activity. Although submarine 

springs are likely recirculating sea water, soz- contamination from 

another source is not precluded. Therefore, the assumption that a 
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Fig. 5.13 Generalized distribution of Lower Paleozoic facies 

in northwestern Canada after restoring 450 km of 

strike-slip movement on the Tintina Fault. Facies 

distribution can be compared to a modern continental 

edge with the eastern platforms representing the 

continental proper, and the basins representing a 

continental shelf. The Cassiar Platform is an 

elevated part of the shelf. (From CECILE~ al, 

1982b). 
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given marine barite sample is a record of ancient se~water sulfate 

must be evaluated carefully. It is also important to note that 

barite is very susceptible to dissolution in sediments. Under 

oxidizing conditions barium precipitates as the insoluble sulfate 

barite; however under reducing conditions barite can convert to 

barium sulfide which is very soluble. A normal sedimentary profile 

from the water-sediment interface downwards, usually shows a 

progressive change from ox idizing to reducing conditions, resulting 

from the decay of organic matter and bacterial activity. Dilute 

amounts of fine barite would in this case be reduced and move upwards 

until the elements encounter the oxidizing zone where they would 

reprecipitate. This is a common mechanism for nodule formation. 

On the other hand if the amount of barite precipitated is substantial 

t h en the rates of reduc t i on and solution would be t oo slow, and 

these barites would be preserved as primary precipitates. Thus t he 

groups of barites distinguished here may have distinctly different 

genetic histories. 

Vug fillings or veins of barite are clearly secondary in 

origin and have the highest potential for contamination by non-seawater 

sulfate. In addition, vugs and veins are difficult to date, the 

only certain conclusion being that they are younger than their host 

strata. 
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5.5.3 Isotopic Composition Of Carbonates 

The marine character of these barite specimens has been 

deduced using a number of conventional geological criteria e.g. 

graptolite, found with Ordovician barites and paleogeographic 

reconstructions which feature continental shelf environments. 

Carbon and oxygen isotope analyses of associated carbonates provide 

a further check on the marine character of these barites. On the 

basis of over 500 analyses, KEITH and WEBER (1964) differentiated 

marine and freshwater carbonates by the following equation: 

z = 2.05( 813 c + 50) + o.5(8 180 + 50) 

where a value of Z above 120 signifies marine origin. The data 

in Table 5.9 are typical for marine carbonates. 

5.5.4 o34s And o18o Data For Barites 

o34s and o18o values of barites have been tabulated along with 

estimates of the age of deposition based on fossil records and 

stratigraphy in Table 5.10. Most of these barites have high values 

for 034s and 0180 and must not bear the sulfate representative of 

the coeval ocean. It is also seen in the Devonian that barites 

occurring as nodules in a regional scale are more enriched in 34s 

and 1.8o than those occurring as thick beds on a local scale. A 

plot of o34s versus o18o yields two distinct clusters corresponding 

to these modes of occurrence (Fig. 5.14). 

The isotopically lighter species of sulfate are preferentially 

metabolized during bacterial reduction, leaving the unreacted sulfate 

34 18 . enriched in o Sando O according to the relationship 
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TABLE 5. 9 

Carbon -And Oxygen Isotope Analyses Of Carbonates 

Associated With Barites. (Z-value Refers to Equation 

Of KEITH and WEBER (1964), see text) 

Sample o18 o0 /oo(PDB) 013 c0 
/ oo (PDB) Z-value 

130-22 -6.0 +0.6 125.7 
Calcite 

56-4 
~5.1 +0.7 12 6. 4 

Calcite 

56-4 -7.1 +o. 7 125.4 
Dolomite 
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Sample 
Number 

44-3 

11-28 

55-4 

56-4 

04-25b 

18-3 

o34S 0180 

53.5 21.8 

72.1 20.5 

43.5 31.2 

31. 0 14.3 

33.5 20. 7 

31.9 15.9 

TABLE 5.10 

Isotope Values, Age, and Description Of Barite Samples 

Probable Age 

* Middle Cambrian 

t Middle Early 

Ordovician 

* Middle Ordovician 

* Late Ordovician? 

Latest Ordoviciant 

* late Early to 

Middle Silurian 

Sample Description 

Thin limestone bed with 

abundant barite crystals 

Biscuit shaped nodules 

1-2 cm x 4-5 cm 

Nodules with radially 

arranged barite crystals 

5-10 cm in diameter 

Thin dolostone bed with 

abundant barite crystals 

0.5 m thick bed of medium 

grey crystalline barite 

1.0 m thick bed of medium 

crystalline white barite 

Associated Strata 

Yellow weathering basin 

limestone and black shale 

Black graptolitic shale 

Black chert 

Yellow weathering basin 

dolostone 

Black graptolitic shale 

Grey limestone and orange 

silty dolostone, basin 

facies 

t--J 
t--J 
l/l 



Sample 
Number 

18-13 

03-1 

118-3 

B207-1 

205-2 

128-4 

207-1 

214-2 

o34S 

29.8 

53.0 

47.8 

41.8 

42.7 

23.2 

28.2 

29.7 

a18o 

21. 6 

29.1 

22.0 

20.3 

21.6 

19.5 

16.2 

18.0 

Probable Age 

* Middle to Late 

Silurian 

All within *l 

a 50 m thick 

interval at the 

top of distinct 

shale unit. 

Same interval 

contains late 

Late Devonian 

limestone lenses 

TABLE 5.10 (cont'd) 

Sample Description 

Scattered 5 cm diameter 

crystalline barite nodules 

Knotted or nodular barite 

1/4-2 cm in diameter, 

scattered to abundant. 

Internally grey-white or 

Associated Strata 

Orange weathering silty 

dolostone 

Silver-white weathering 

siliceous basin shale or 

chert, locally carbonaceous 

and baritic. Locally these 

greenish, medium crystalline I strata contain transported 

barite 

Very thick (>2 m) of thinly 

bedded or laminated grey 

barite which form very 

local lenses. All are 

potentially commercial 

deposits 

land plant fragments, however 

slightly older very similar 

strata contain barite beds 

with the marine ammonoid 

Pont iceras sp. 

(W.W. NASSICHUK, pers. comm., 

1981) 

I-' 
I-' 

°' 



TABLE 5.10 (cont'd) 

Sample 
o34S 0180 Number Probable Age Sample Description Associated Strata 

* 103-4a 43.2 19.6 Middle Thin shaly barite bed Grey black basin shale 

Mississippian 2 

105-11 31.5 17.3 Emplaced in Vug filling Massive thick bedded 

Late Early grey limestone 
130-22 29.4 26.4 

or Middle 

Devonian?? 

* Dated on the basis of stratigraphic position using stratigraphic work of CECILE (1978, in press) and 

CECILE and NORFORD (1979). 

tDirectly dated by associated fossils see references above. 

1conodont identification of T.T. UYENO, 1982, in homotaxial strata, gives a Late Devonian (Famennian) age. 

2conodont identification of A.C. HIGGINS, 1981 from associated limestone nodule. 

I-' 
I-' ....... 



60 = o - o = lOOO( a - 1) £n f (sec. 1.3) 
0 

where o is the a-value of the original sulfate (f = 1) 
0 

o is the a-value when the fraction of soz- remaining is f. 

a is the kinetic fractionation factor for the process. In 

laboratory and field studies involving soz- reduction, the 

relationship 6o 34 s 4 6018 0 is often encountered (RAFTER and 

MIZUTANI, 1967; SAKAI, 1971). Consistent with this, CLAYPOOL 

al, (1980) have suggested as average values for 1000(1 - a) for 

sulfur and oxygen in sulfate, 40°/oo and 10°/oo respectively 

(sec. 3.5). A linear plot through the data of Fig. 5.14 fits the 

relationship 6o 34s = 2.2 60 180 with a correlation coefficient of 

0.82. One could conclude from this plot that the nodules were 

likely formed through synsedimentary diagenesis involving bacterial 

sulfate reduction while the thick local sequences probably represent 

precipitation so rapid that the effects of bacterial reduction were 

minimal. Since bacterial reduction tends to enrich the unreacted 

2- 18 34 34 so4 in O and S, THODE~ al, (1961) considered the lowest o S 

values encountered for evaporites of a given age as best reflecting 

the isotopic composition of contemporaneous seawater. This assumption 

ignores the much smaller isotope effects associated with sulfate 

precipitation whereby the remaining dissolved sof- becomes isotopically 

lighter. Using the criteria of THODE et al, (1961) the data for the 

thick local sequences most likely reflect coeval seawater. If these 

thick sequences are the result of localized spring activity, then 

one has to consider the possibility of sulfate contamination from a 
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Fig. 5.14 o34s versus o18o for Late Devonian barites. 

Nodules show enrichment in both isotopes 

relative to thick beds of barites. 
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non-marine source. The linear fit to the data of Fig. 5.14 and 

the slope suggest that such contamination was minimal. 

If the arguments for the Devonian samples are extended to 

the other barites, one concludes that the pattern of consistently 

higher o34s and o18o values in comparison to published evaporite 

data is the consequence of sulfate-reducing bacterial activity. 

5.5.5 Construction Of A Barite Age Curve 

In Figures 5.15 and 5.16, the current data have been plotted 

along with the evaporitic isotopic age curves of CLAYPOOL~ al, 

(1980). It is immediately evident that most nodule samples depart 

significantly from the evaporite curves. On the other hand, the 

thick barite sequences in the Devonian have o34s and o18o values 

which fall within the range of uncertainty established for 

contemporaneous evaporites. The thin barite sequences that are 

not associated with organic rich shales are isotopically close to 

the evaporitic values for the Ordovician and Silurian samples. 

The Mississippian and Cambrian samples were associated with organic 

rich shales and are comparatively enriched in 180 and 34s. 

Thus we conclude that construction of a barite isotopic 

composition-age curve is feasible, but it requires a detailed 

understanding of the conditions of deposition. Nodules and barites 

associated with organic rich shale are inappropriate because they 

are expected to have become enriched in the heavier isotopes during 

early diagenesis. Localized thick sequences would appear to 

provide reliable data if sulfate contamination can be ruled out. 
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Another point to bear in mind is that if barium is introduced 

by hydrothermal submarine springs, there may be significant oxygen 
. 2-

isotope exchange between so 4 and H2o, and/or sulfur isotope exchange 

among various sulfur-containing species. In the samples from the 

thick sequences of the current study, there was no evidence of 

significant sulfide precipitates. Thus it appears unlikely that 

these specimens were influenced by such isotope exchange processes. 

Data from the barite isotopic composition-age curve are expected 

to complement those derived from evaporites because of the different 

requirements for formation. For evaporites, the necessary Ca2+ 
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and SO~- reside in solution, whereas barite formation requires Ba2+ 

introduction from another source. The processes have been independently 

sporadic throughout geologic time. In the case of evaporite formation, 

the sporadicity relates to the requirement of an advanced stage of 

evaporation whereas barite formation relates to episodic introduction 

2+ of Ba • Because of the low solubility product of Baso4 , barite 

will form upon Ba2+ addition, regardless of salinity. 

2-It also follows that since seawater so4 becomes more depleted 

in the heavier isotopes with increased salinity as a result of 

evaporite formation, on the average barites are expected to be 

slightly enriched in the heavier isotopes as compared to evaporites. 

Thus the barite data have potentially two roles; verification of the 

seawater isotopic composition derived from evaporite data and the 

filling of time gaps when evaporite formation may not have occurred. 



CHAPTER 6 

GROUNDWATER, SPRINGS, AND DEPOSITS 

6.1 Introduction 

Rain and snow melt percolate downward through the soil and 

through rock fractures. At some level, the subsurface is saturated 

with water, and the upper surface of this saturated zone is called 

the water-table. The height of the water-table is found by using 

piezometers to measure the elevation at which the water will stand 

in a well. The water-table in recharge areas is higher as a result 

of replenishment by descending meteoric water while lateral flow 

from these areas tends to level out the water-table. Groundwater 

movement depends upon the porosity and permeability of the rocks. 

Permeable and porous rocks readily yield water to wells and are 

called aquifers (e.g. gravel, limestone) in contrast to aquitards 

(e.g. shale) which impede the flow of water because of their low 

permeability. Discharge of water from a groundwater system may be 

concentrated in a group of small outlets called springs. Thermal 

springs are those whose temperature is at least 5° C above the 

temperature of the surroundings. A spring is called mineral if its 

total dissolved solids (TDS) exceed those found in the surface waters 

in the region. Generally this implies a TDS value of at least 400 

ppm. Most workers studying springs believe the waters to be of 

meteoric origin with little or no contribution from magmatic sources. 

This has been generally corroborated (CRAIG, 1965) and also more 
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specifically for springs in Western Canada (KROUSE~ al, 1970; 

MICHEL, 1977). Heating of the water is attributed to deep 

percolation through associated geothermal gradients (typically 

1°c/30 m depth). The principal dissolved ions in mineral springs 

C 2+ are a , M 2+ + K+ F 2+ F J+ S02- - d 0-g , Na, , e , e , 4 , Cl , an HC 3 • Thermal 

and cold mineral springs in mountainous and volcanically active 

areas usually become oversaturated with Caco3 and Caso4 near their 

surface vents or a few meters downstream owing to temperature and 

pH variations (VAN EVERDINGEN, 1970). Hence, they deposit calcareous 

tufa, travertine and in several cases siliceous sinters. Unusual 

minerals are deposited such as limonite (The Paint Pots cold mineral 

springs, Kootenay National Parks, B.C.), jarosite (Golden Deposit, 

Norman Wells area, N.W.T.) and radium enriched barite (Bonnet Plume 

area, N.W.T.). These three unusual deposits were examined as well as 
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a number of areas with the more common carbonate and gypsum precipitates. 

2-0ne objective of these studies was to identify sources of so4 

and hence obtain information on the strata through which the waters 

flowed. Another objective was to evaluate microbiological activity 

associated with these waters. A further objective was to better 

define the mechanisms of precipitation (e.g. primary versus secondary 

sulfate. 



6.2 Studies On Wells In Southern Alberta 

6.2.1 Introduction 

Groundwaters in till deposits of southern Alberta, Canada, 

contain high concentrations of dissolved solids (30,000 mg/£) in 

the shallow waters, but the concentrations decrease to less than 

500 mg/£ with increasing depth and distance along the water flow 

path. The major anion contributing to the total dissolved solids 

2-is so4 • 

Groundwater sulfate concentration may be influenced by several 

processes: evapotranspiration, anion exchange on soil materials, 

sulfate mineral dissolution, assimilatory and dissimilatory sulfate 

reduction by anaerobic sulfate-reducing micro-organisms. As hydrogen 

sulfide has been detected in many of the piezometers completed in 

the till and bedrock of southern Alberta, bacterial sulfate reduction 

is occurring. These microbes have been isolated in large numbers 

(> 2.4 x 104 organisms/100 m£ H2o) from all groundwater samples. 

Moreover, chemical reduction of soz- is not a tenable alternative 

owing to its extremely slow kinetics (BERNER, 1971). 

A previous study on the groundwaters of the till at this site 

(HENDRY et al, 1982) addressed the distribution, origin and reactions 

of nitrate. Both microbial nitrification and denitrification occur 

within the weathered till, and negative redox potentials occur in 

localized areas. The present study examined the reactions affecting 

the distribution of sulfate within the groundwaters, with emphasis 
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on the bacterial generation of sulfide and subsequent oxidation to 

sulfate. The problem was approached using sulfur isotope analyses 

of sulfide and sulfate, and oxygen isotope analyses of sulfate and 

waters. A comprehensive report including hydrological implications 

is in preparation and will be published elsewhere. 

6.2.2 Study Area 

The study area is shown in Fig. 6.1. It is underlain at 

depth (14 m to 52 m) by unconsolidated Upper Cretaceous bedrock 

(Oldman Formation) which consists of extensive interbedded bentonitic 

sandstones, carbonaceous shales, siltstones, mudstones and coal seams 

of fresh and brackish water origins. The Vauxhall area was glaciated 

by a Keewatin glacier which advanced from the north (HENDRY, 1981). 

Till is, therefore, the major Quaternary deposit and ranges in 

thickness from 12 mat testhole MA8 to over 52 m in the southern part 

of the study area (Fig. 6.3) .• Up to two meters of lacustrine 

material overlie the glacial till above the river bank. The till can 

be divided into two hydrogeologic units: an upper brown weathered 

till and a lower discontinuous, grey, non-weathered till. The non-

weathered till lies from 4.6 m to 18 m below the surface of the 

weathered till. Both till units contain numerous chips of shale, 

sandstone and organic matter as well as minor igneous pebbles. The 

distribution of the major hydrogeologic units in the study area 

(weathered and non-weathered till and bedrock) are delineated in 

cross-section A-A' (Figure 6.3). The location of cross-section 
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A-A' can be seen in Figure (6.2). 

With the exception of THl and TH2 (Figure 6.2), piezometer 

nests were installed in the Quaternary and Upper Cretaceous deposits 

at each testhole site. The instrumentation was used as groundwater 

sampling ports and to determine the distribution of hydraulic head 

through the geologic units. 

Hydraulic gradients measured at most piezometer nests throughout 

the study area indicate the presence of recharge conditions (downward 

hydraulic gradients). Thus, once the infiltrating water reaches the 

water-table it moves downward into the weathered till until its 

downward movement is impeded by the less permeable non-weathered till 

or bedrock. The groundwater then moves laterally to the north above 

the non-weathered till and bedrock and discharges into the Bow River. 

6.2.3 Results And Discussion 

a-values and concentrations of the various S-bearing species 

present in the groundwater samples are list ed in Table 6.1. 

The ~o34s for soluble soz- and associated H2s sampled at 

various 0 depths ranged from 5.2 to 33.4 Joo. This fractionation is 

2-typical of bacterial reduction of so4 . SMEJKAL~ al, (1971) found 

that precipitated and dissolved sulfides were depleted in 34s by 

10 to 40°/oo with respect to the dissolved s01- in springs of 

western Canada. The variable sulfur isotope fractionations observed 

in the environment may be due, in part, to a variable supply of a 

suitable organic electron donor and/or essential metabolite for the 
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particular sulfate-reducing micro-organism present. For example, 

MCCREADY et al, (1974, 1979) have shown that depletion of an 

essential metabolite can enhance the sulfur isotope fractionation 

observed during the reduction of soz- to H2s by Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae. 
32 2-As the lighter so4 is preferentially converted to sulfide 

during the bacterial reduction of sulfate, the remaining sulfate 

b . h d . h h . 34s . must ecome enric e in t e eavier isotope. At depth, the 

sulfur and oxygen atoms of the sulfate are enriched in 34 s and 180, 

indicating extensive microbial reduction. If the evolved sulfide 

ascended in the formations, it could be oxidized to sulfate. 

This appears to be the situation in this study. Examination of the 

data for Well #2985 (Table 6.1) shows a transition in the o34s 
2- 0 0/ of so4 from +5.5 Joo at 50 m to -10.5 oo at 5 m. Thus, it 

appears that sulfide was reoxidized to soz- in shallower strata 
34 2-producing the gradient in the o S of the so4 • This trend was 

evident from all water samples taken from the various geologic 

units (Table 6.1; Fig. 6.4). 

2-The so4 generated by the oxidation of H2s not only involves 

1 . h lf b 1 . . .l' 
18 0 1 b f ig ter su ur ut a so quite negative u va ues ecause o 

incorporation of oxygen from meteoric groundwater which has o18o 
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values near -20° /oo. LLOYD (1967) showed that the. laboratory inorganic 

2-oxidation of H2s to so4 incorporated water oxygen and dissolved 

molecular oxygen(~+ 24°/oo) in the ratio 2:1. Since the water 

samples from these wells were generally depleted in dissolved 



TABLE 6.1 
Chemical And Isotopic Data For Wells In Southern Alberta 

Testhole SO2- o34s(so2-) cS 180 (SO2-) 
Number Depth Geologic Unit 4 4 4 

(mg/ Q,) (CDT) (SMOW) (m) 

2981 4 weathered till ---- ---- ----
9 non-weathered till 2160 o.o -4.4 

2985 5 sand layer (weathered till) 4116 -10.5 -17.3 

8 sand layer (weathered till) 5629 -11.5 -13.1 

14 weathered till 5091 -11.0 -15.6 

26 sand layer (weathered till) 3813 -8.2 -6.9 

34 weathered till/bedrock 3476 -5.5 -11.7 

50 bedrock 1710 +5.5 +0.8 

2987 2 lacustrine ---- ---- ----
6 weathered till 5965 -11.5 -17.O 

13 weathered till 4808 -11.1 -15 .4 

20 weathered till 4222 -11.3 -11.8 

27 non-weathered till 3722 -10.8 -12.5 

50 bedrock 1547 +10. 3 +5.o 

Hi 
2-(mg S ) 

----
5.8 

5.1 

54.8 

1.1 

116. 9 

65.5 

33.8 

----
3.6 

13.O 

19.5 

45.8 

42.6 

034 S{H2 S) 

(CDT) 

----
-21.5 

-27.8 

-36.1 

-16.2 

-30.6 

-31.5 

-27.9 

----
-41.7 

-16.8 

-35.2 

-43.0 

-23.7 
...... 
w 
w 



TABLE 6.1 (cont'd) 

Testhole S02- cS 
34s (S02-) 

Number Depth Geologic Unit 4 4 
(mg/i ) (CDT) 

2988 6 weathered till 5962 -9.9 

7 weathered till 5857 -9.9 

9 weathered till 6563 -9.2 

12 weathered till 6625 -9.1 

13 weabhered till 7403 -9.2 

14 weathered till 5505 -9.6 

21 weathered till 2731 +0.6 

52 bedrock 923 +4.8 

2989 8 sand layer (weathered till) 7238 -8.9 

10 sand layer (weathered till) 6476 -6 .2 

13 sand layer (weathered till) 6429 -6.4 

23 bedrock/weathered till 3048 -1.2 

51 bedrock ---- ----

o18o(so2-) 
4 

(SMOW) 

-13.1 

-12.4 

-13.7 

-14.6 

-13. 7 

-15.0 

-1.9 

+0.1 

-17.2 

-14.0 

-14.7 

-6.0 

----

Hz5 
2-(mg S ) 

34.3 

----
3.2 

0.6 

0.3 

0.4 

31.0 

15.5 

nil 

0.4 

nil 

83.4 

38.6 

834S Hz5 
(CDT) 

-35. 7 

----
-37.2 

-20.9 

-24.3 

-27.6 

-31.8 

-21.1 

----
-23.1 

----

-23.0 

-23.6 

t-J w 
+:--



TABLE 6.1 (cont'd) 

Testhole S02- o34s(so2-) 
Number Depth Geologic Unit 4 4 

(mg/Q,) (CDT) 

2990 8 weathered till 2505 -9.9 
10 weathered till 2981 -10.2 
11 weathered till 4095 -9.9 
20 weathered till 6870 -5.9 
50 bedrock 2240 +4.3 

2991 7 weathered till 5663 -9.9 
12 weathered till 3540 -9.1 

3137 7 weathered till ---- ----
20 sand layer (weathered till) 3890 -10.9 
34 non-weathered till 1547 -9.7 

4116 3 weathered till 10038 -10.8 
7 weathered till 5764 -9.9 

13 weathered till 5331 -9.3 

Bow -3.2 ----River 

Main -7.1 ----Canal 

o18o(so2-) 4 
(SMOW) 

-18.2 
-19.5 
-17.6 
-18.2 
+0.6 

-15.5 
-13.1 

----
-19.0 
-10.1 

-19.2 
-19.2 
-18.6 

-4.3 

-4.5 

H2S 
2-(mg S ) 

38.6 
12.8 
38.7 

----
24.0 

9.7 
37.9 

----
nil 

----

2.2 
nil 
nil 

---

----

834S 
H S 

(cDTY 

-30.0 
-27.1 
-38.8 

----
-24.0 

-33.8 
-27.5 

----
----
----

----
----
----

---

----
I-' 
vJ 
V, 



molecular oxygen, typically< 0.1 mg/ t , one would expect even more 

negative o18o values. If one assumes that the ratio of water 

oxygen to molecular oxygen is 3:1 during the oxidation of H2S 

2-to so4 then: 

3 [o18o(H 0) 2 

LLOYD (1967) found for his experiments that the Kinetic Fractionation 

(K.F.) for incorporation of water oxygen was zero whereas the K.F. 

0 for the incorporation of dissolved molecular oxygen was -8.7 /oo. 

These values are approximately true for the well waters and we 

get 

This is typical of the values measured for s01- in shallow waters 

in this study. 

The model proposed above for the generation of secondary sof-
2-is consistent with the measured concentr ations of so4 • The 

2-[S04 ] is depleted as we approach the bedrock. Extensive bacterial 

2- 2-reduction of S04 at depth would deplete [so4 ] and generate copious 

amounts of H2s. This H2S would be oxidized to sof- at shallower 

depths. The soz- thus generated would have negative o34s and o18o 

values as found here. Where the sampling depths do not vary 

significantly, there is evidence of mixing, both from concentration 

as well as isotopic data (Table 6.1). 
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It should be noted that a well is an artificial system 

introduced into the hydrosphere. However, individual wells were 

pumped out so that the water sample should have been representative 

of that occurring naturally in the formation. Upward migration of 
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HS ion in the till is perhaps unreasonable. A more realistic 

mechanism which would have similar isotopic effects is the alternation 

at a given depth between aerobic and anaerobic conditions as the 

water-table lowers and rises. With the water-table high, bacterially 

produced sulfide may precipitate with iron. When the water-table 

2-lowers, this sulfide precipitate may reoxidize to so4 • Therefore, the 

vertical trends in isotopic abundances could reflect the character of 

the sulfide mineralization at various depths rather than migration 

of HS ion. 

6.3 Isotope Geochemistry Of Dissolved, Precipitated, Airborne 
And Fallout Sulfur Species Associated With Springs Near 
Paige Mountain, Norman Range, N.W.T. 

6.3.1 Geological Description, Source of soz-

A group of strongly sulfurous springs is located at Lat. 65°37'20"N., 

Long. 127°48'46"W., near Paige Mountain (Norman Range), 59 kmnorthwest 

of Norman Wells, N.W.T., and 2.2 km south of Hanna River (Figs. 6.5;6.9). 

The springs were called "White Sulfur Springs" by VAN EVERDINGEN (1974), 

on account of the white appearance of their outflow channels as seen 

from the air. They are located in a small valley that cuts across 

an asymmetrical anticlinal ridge plunging in a westerly direction from 

the north end of Paige Mountain. As shown in Figure 6.6, bedrock 
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Fig. 6.5 Sketch map of the four springs sampled 

near Paige Mountain, Norman Range, N.W.T. 
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Fig. 6.6 Geology of the area of t he sulfurous springs near 

Paige Mountain, Norman Range, N.W.T. 
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exposed at the spring site consists of brecciated dolomite of the 

Lower Devonian Bear Rock Formation, overlain by limestones of the 

Middle Devonian Hume Formation to the west and north. Gypsum 

beds of the Bear Rock Formation are exposed along the axis and 

along the flanks of the anticline about l½ km east of the springs. 

Bedrock south of the spring site consists of Middle and Upper 

Devonian limestones and shales. Lower Paleozoic formations, 

including the evaporitic Upper Cambrian Saline River Formation, 

are present in the subsurface. 

An extensive chemical and isotope study of dissolved, 

precipitated, airborne and fallout sulfur species associated with 

four major springs (Fig. 6. 5) in this area has been described by 

VAN EVERDINGEN et al, (1982b). The discussion here will emphasize 

the sulfur and oxygen isotope aspect of that report. 

The very negative o18o values for water samples from the four 

springs (Table 6.2) are typical of springs .whose recharge is derived 

f 1 1 . . . d 1 Th . · s 34s 1 rom oca precipitation an snowme t. e positive u va ues 

for SO~- in the spring water, ranging from +18.8 to +20.5, (Table 6.2) 

correlate well with the range of o34s for evaporite sulfate from the 

Bear Rock Formation (Fig. 6. 8.). It is therefore concluded that the 

2-spring waters dissolve the so4 during the flow through Bear Rock 

strata, whose presence in the area is indicated by exposures a short 

distance east of the spring area (Fig. 6.6). 
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TABLE 6. 2 

Chemical And Isotopic Data For Paige Mountain Springs 

Measured Spring Spring Spring Spring 
Parameter 1 2 3 4 

Temperature 
(OC) 2.6 4.2 5.3 3.4 

pH 7.0 6.9 6.9 7.1 

Eh (mV) -140 -132 -163 -194 

[Na+] ppm 470 880 1150 700 

[ Cl -] ppm 850 1400 1820 llOO 

2-[S04 ] ppm 1480 1740 1850 1725 

[HS-] ppm 9.5 17. 6 22.3 24.3 

TDS ppm 3785 5146 6059 4700 

8180 (H2o) -23.6 -23. 5 -23.6 -2 3. 3 

8180 (SO~-) +8.7 +6.2 +8.0 +7.4 

834S (soz-) +20.0 +18.8 +20.5 +19.8 

cS34S (HS-) -28. 7 -23.4 -24.9 -20.3 

834S (So) - -24.9 -25. 9 -22.4 

o34S (H2S -31.9 -23.5 - -
in air) 

834S -38.5 -34. 6 -34.2 -31.7 
(Atmospheric 
S02) 



The high Na+ and et contents of the spring water imply the 

presence of halite in the Bear Rock Formation . in the area, and/or 

contact of the water with halite in the Saline River Formation. 

The occurrence of halite in the Bear Rock Formation in the study 

area is unlikely. Therefore, the waters must have derived Na+ 

and et - from halite in the Saline River Formation. However, we 

conclude from the sulfur isotope data that little or no so2- from 4 

this formation reached the spring outlet. One possible explanation 

is that the water encountered primarily halite facies in the Saline 

River Formation. An alternative is that the descending water became 

saturated with sulfate from the Bear Rock Formation and the residence 
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time in the Saline River Formation was too short to permit significant 

solution and exchange of sulfate. Finally, the ascending water would 

likely encounter the Bear Rock Formation a second time thus providing 

further opportunity to incorporate sulfate from this formation prior 

to discharge. 

If we assume that no oxygen-isotope fractionation occurs during 

the solution of Bear Rock evaporite, then the o18o value for the 

dissolved evaporite sulfate should be about +15.6°/oo (sec. 5.2). 

18 2-Significantly lower o O values for the so4 (Table 6.2) imply . 

that it was partly reduced to sulfide, which was reoxidized to 

18 sulfate, with the incorporation of some oxygen from the 0-depleted 

spring water. 34 Since the o S values for the sulfate appear not to 

have shifted relative to those for the Bear Rock evaporites, we 

conclude that the loss of reduced sulfur from the system before 



reoxidation was minimal. 

Assuming that the ratio of oxygen derived from water (0) and 
w 

that derived from air (0 ), for sulfate produced by oxidation of a 

sulfide in the spring water, has the value of 2:1 reported by 

LLOYD (1967), it is found that approximately 30 percent of the 

mixture consists of secondary sof- (see also sec. 6.3.5 on provenance 

of oxygen). 

6.3.2 Sulfur Isotope Fractionation During Transformations 

34 Whereas o S values for dissolved sulfate (Table 6.2) ranged 

from +18.8 to +20.5°/oo, the o34s values for reduced sulfur species 

(HS- in Table 6.2) ranged from -20.3 to -28.7°/oo, corresponding 

34 34 2- 34 - o to ~o S = 6 S(S04 ) - 8 S(HS) values between 40.1 and 48.7 /oo. 

These data are consistent with the sulfur isotope fractionation 

realized during bacterial sulfate reduction. 

Percentages of conversion from sulfate to sulfide, calculated 

2- -on the basis of the so4 and HS concentrations for the samples 

listed in Table (6.2) vary from 1.9 percent in spring No. 1 to 

4.2 percent in spring No. 4. 

Mean o34s values for total sulfur were calculated for each 

* water sample, using the conversion percentages, and the individual 

o34s values for s01- and HS from Table 6.2. 34 The mean o S 

*o 34s (mean) = x [ 034s(sot-)] + (1-x) [ a34s (HS-)J 
where x is the fraction of so2-

4 
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. 0 0 values range from +19 .1 /.oo for spring No. 1 down to +17. 5 / oo 

for spring No. 2. They all fall within the range of o34s values for 

Bear Rock evaporites. 

Approximating the sulfate reduction by a simple one-step, 

first-order reaction, average instantaneous fractionation factors, 

a, were calculated to indicate how much faster 32 soz- was being 

34 2-reduced compared to so4 at a given instant (equations ·5 and 6 

in sec. 1. 3 and Fig. l. 3). The values of a obtained range from 

1.0393 to 1.0483 and are much higher than that associated with 

inorganic sulfate reduction (1.022; HARRISON and THODE, 1957). Such 

high values are, however, frequently encountered in sulfur springs 

0 below 60 C (KROUSE~ al, 1970; WEYER et al, 1978). 

The main source of error in the calculation of isotopic 

fractionation factors is the determination of the total concentration 

of reduced sulfur species in the spring waters. Some HS is being 

converted to elemental sulfur and precipitated, while significant 

quantities may escape into the atmosphere as H2s. The data obtained 

for airborne H2s and so2 do not enable calculation of the rate of 

escape of H2s relative to the discharge rate . of the spring water. 

An overall isotopic mass balance can therefore not be constructed. 

The effect on the value of a resulting from the uncertainty created 

by the escape of H2s, is nevertheless small because of the relatively 

low conversion. Tripling the percentage conversion in the above 
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34 0 calculations, accompanied by lowering of the mean o value by 3.3 /oo, 

for example, would lower the I.F. factor (a) for spring No. 4 by 



less than 0.002. 

Precipitated elemental sulfur (S 0 precipitate in Table 6.2) 

had o34s values between -22.4 and -25.9°/oo. These values were 

slightly more negative than the values for HS- for the same spring, 

suggesting formation through oxidation of H2s. 

The equilibrium Eh= E0 -59 pH where E0 = + 140 mV (KRAUSKOPF, 

1967). For a pH of 6.95, Eh= -270 mV. This is consistent with 

the negative Eh measured for the springs (Table 6.2}.. The 

slight acidity could well be accounted for by this reaction. 

6.3.3 Atmospheric Sulfur Compounds 

Airborne so2 collected by a high-volume air sampler, had 

concentrations between 118 and 424 ppb. 

from -31.7°/oo to -38.5°/oo (Table 6.2). 

34 Theo S values ranged 

These values are more 

negative than those for the associated airborne H2s, suggesting a 

kinetic isotope effect with H2
32s being oxidized preferentially. 

6.3.4 Fallout (H 2so4) And Alteration Gypsum 

Carbonate rocks around some of the spring orifices are covered 

with a brownish-black granular material consisting of finely 

crystalline gypsum. Individual crystals range in size from 0.06 

to 1.14 mm. The brownish-black colour of the material results from 

a coating of organic residue. 
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The presence of a strong acLd on the gypsum-covered portions 

of the carbonate-rock exposures was discovered by (1) application 

of strips of wide-range pH paper (pH 2-10), which turned bright red, 

indicating a pH of 2 or lower; and (2) direct insertion of a 

combination pH/reference electrode into a thick accumulation of the 

gypsum, which produced a pH reading of 2.1. 

The nature of the acid present on the accumulated gypsum was 

determined by rinsing a small sample of the gypsum with distilled 

water, using a vacuum funnel. The resulting solution had a pH 

of 2.65; when treated with barium chloride, it produced a white 

precipitate insoluble in O.lN HCt . It was concluded that the 

precipitate consisted of Baso4 , representing original H2so4 rinsed 

from the sample. It is unlikely that a significant amount of gypsum 

was dissolved during the very short period of contact with the 

distilled water, since a second rinsing of the same sample produced 

a solution with negligible acidity and SO~- content. 

Samples of this gypsum were collected from rock outcrops at 

all four springs. A significant amount of sulfuric acid fallout 

was obtained only at spring No. 4, where the H2S concentration was 

particularly high. 

The "alteration gypsum" residue from the distilled H2o 

rinsing was split into two portions, one of which -was dissolved in 

cold HC£ (6N) and the other in hot NaCl (0.1 M). The o34s and 

o18o values for the three extractions of sulfate are listed in 

Table 6.3. It is seen that the o34s value for the H
2
so4 is 
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TABLE 6.3 

Isotopic Data For Selective Dissolution Studies 

Of Alteration Products (Paige Mt. Springs) 

Extraction* 
0180 Location Process 

Vicint iy of 1 -9.0 

spring No. 2 2 -7.6 

3 -7.9 

Vicinity of 1 -11. 8 

spring No. 4 2 -9.0 

(Site 1) 3 -9.8 

Vicinity of 1 -10.0 

spring No. 4 2 -7.0 

(Site 2) 3 -7.0 

Vicinity of 

spring No. 4 1 -10.0 

(Site 3) 

*1. Extracted with distilled water 
2. Extraction from residue with cold HCt (6N) 
3. Extraction from residue with hot NaC l (0.1 M) 
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o34S 

-24.5 

-23.5 

-23.0 

-18.9 

-15.4 

-15.0 

-21. 7 

-16.1 

-16.9 

-23.0 
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consistently more negative than those for the associated "alteration 

gypsum". During gypsum precipitation, the crystalline sulfate is 

· h d . 3 4 S d 18 0 . h h S o2- · · enric e in an wit respect tote 4 in solution. 

However this effect is considered to be relatively small (1.6°/oo 

for o34s; 3.5°/oo for o18o; sec. 3.5) and it is difficult to assess 

the extent to which this isotopic selectivity is relevant to the 

high sof- concentrations and the associated chemical attack on the 

carbonate in this study. It would seem more likely that the larger 

shifts to less negative a-values are caused by the presence of gypsum 

derived from evaporation of spring water splash and seepage. 

Although we are unable to provide oxidation rates for the 

conversion sequence H2s • so2 • H2so4 , the above data for secondary 

sulfates suggest that conversions were more extensive within a shorter 

distance than has been reported for so2 oxidation in power-plant 

plumes (NEWMAN~ al, 1975). This may be a consequence of the 

relatively stagnant atmospheric conditions prevailing around these 

springs. 

6.3.5 Provenances Of Oxygen In Fallout And Alteration Products 

The gypsum on the surface of the carbonate rocks is the end-

product of a sequence of reactions initiated by the formation of 

H2 S in the spring water (Figs. 6.7;6.8) 

HS + H+ • H S 
aq aq 2 aq 

followed by escape of H
2
s into the atmosphere 

(1) 

(2) 
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oxidation and hydrolysis 

H S + 1~ 0 2 g ' 2g (3) 

(4) 

and further oxidation 

H2so3 n + k2 0 • H SO 
N 2g 2 4 J/, (5) 

Subsequently, carbonate rock is attacked by H2so4 fallout 

(6) 

The above reactions should not be regarded as the only possibilities 

because the natural processes are undoubtedly more complex. In 

any case, it is reasonable to assume that H2s conversion in the 

atmosphere involves oxygen from two sources: (1) atmospheric 

molecular o2 , (Oa), and (2) H2o molecules in water vapour, (Ow). 
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The equation for the isotopic composition of oxygen in secondary 

sulfates in general can be written as: 

where X represents the fraction of the sulfate oxygen derived from 

water; s , is the shift in o value resulting from evaporation for 
w 

oxidation occurring in the air; and s ,, and s are the shifts in 
w a 

a-value due to kinetic isotope effects during the incorporation of 

oxygen from water (or water vapour) and air, respectively. 
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Since oxygen is incorporated during several steps of the 

sulfide to sulfate conversions, these s factors may be quite complex. 

They are expected to vary dependent upon whether the oxidation 

occurs in the air or in water and whether hydrolysis precedes oxidation 

or vice versa (HOLT et al, 1978). Rapid exchange of oxygen isotopes 

2-between so3 (and possibly other intermediates) and H2o is an additional 

factor which, however, tends to simplify the problem, since the oxygen-

isotope composition of the final so2- product is essentially independent 4 

of that of the reactant so2 • 

With respect to secondary soi- in the spring water, LLOYD (1967) 

has found that the ratio of O to O consumed in the conversion of w a 

H2s to sulfate in aerated "sulfate-free artificial seawater" was 

approximately 2:1. Usl·ng a ~18o of+ 23 8°/oo \.) . , 
a 

(HORIBE et al, 1973), 

18 0 an average o O of -23.5 /oo (Table 6.2), and Lloyd's values 
w 

X = 0.68, Ew = 0°/oo, and Ea= -e.f'/oo, equation (7) y ields a o18o 
2- 0 2-value for secondary so4 of -11. 2 /oo. The total so4 (primary plus 

secondary) in the spring water had an average measured o18o value 

0 of +7.5 /oo (Table 6.2); this can be interpreted as being a mix ture 

2 18 0 of 70 percent primary so4- with an average o O of +15.6 /oo (VAN 

2-EVERDINGEN al, 1982a), and 30 percent secondary so4 with the 

calculated o18o value of -11.2°/oo. Such values for o18o (secondary 

2-so4) have been encountered at many other springs (see e.g. sec. 6.5 

and following). 
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When the secondary sulfate in the air is considered, water 

vapour becomes a source of oxygen, so that swl' the isotopic 

fractionation accompanying evaporation, must be taken into account. 

0 For water vapour in isotopic equilibrium with spring water at 3 C, 
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the value E , is about -11°/oo (DANSGAARD, 1964); under non-equilibrium w 

conditions this E , value may be much larger. Incorporation of the w 

equilibriums , value into the above calculation gives a o18o value 
w 

of -18.7°/oo for the product sulfate, which is considerably lower 

than the observed values. However, in the case of oxidation in the 

air, it would seem reasonable to assume that a lower value of X is 

more representative. If X is taken as 0.5 (i.e. 0: 0 = 1:1), the w a 

calculated o18o value for the product sulfate· becomes -9.8°/oo, similar 

to that obtained for fallout H2so4 (Table 6.3). Notwithstanding 

this agreement, the calculation can be questioned because the atmospheric 

mechanisms may differ significantly from those occurring in solution. 

If the arguments of HOLT~ al, (1978) are pursued, the product 

2-sulfate from atmospheric oxidation of so2 consists of [S(Ow)J Oa] 

with an E value of -12°/oo and an 
a 

value of +12 to +14°/oo which 

increases somewhat with decreasing o18o of the water. Substituting 

(o 18o + s ,) = -34.6°/oo, s , , = + 14°/oo, (o 18o + s) = + 11.8°/oo, w w w a a 
and X = 0.75 in equation (7) gives a o18o value oi -12.5°/oo for the 

sulf ate product. 

It is .concluded that, in the absence of data from a laboratory 

study of the oxidation of H2s to sulfate in air, it is difficult to 

ascertain O :0. If it is assumed that exchange of oxygen isotopes w a 



between sulfite and water is the crucial step, than the processes 

prior to so2 formation may be irrelevant and the model of HOLT~ al, 

(1978) would be favoured. Slight inefficiency in the exchange 

(X = 0. 67 instead of 0. 7 5) would produce the observed o 180 of 

In any case, the contribution of water oxygen in the oxidation 

of sulfide enhanced the o18o contrast between primary sulfate 

(dissolved evaporite) and secondary sulfates. Although sulfur 

isotopes were also capable of identifying secondary sulfate generated 

18 in the atmosphere, only the o O data could reveal the presence of 

2-secondary so4 in the spring water. 

6.4 Old Fort Island 

The springs in this region are found on two islands collectively 

known as Old Fort Island. The approximate location is 62° 59' N 

and 12 3 o 14' W N W T C d (F . 6 9) , . . . , ana a 1.g. . • Although the springs 

0 are cold (around 11.7 C), they are classified as thermal because 

this is about 8.3°c warmer than the expected value for shallow 

groundwaters in the region (BRANDON, 1965). The local topography 

suggests that the recharge waters have entered solution channels 
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in the Bear Rock Formation (sec. 5.2), which outcrops in the McConnell 

Range east of Mackenzie River. The water has migrated through this 

aquifer to Old Fort Island where it emerges through fissures in 

the Nahanni limestones along a thrust-fault (MICHEL, 1977). The 

slightly elevated temperature of the emerging waters is acquired 

from the normal geothermal gradient. The springs are not highly 



60 

132° 

Fig. 6.9 Location map for Liard (B.C.) and springs studied in 

N.W.T. and Yukon Territory. 
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TABLE 6. 4 

Isotopic Data For Old Fort Island Springs 

Location Sample Description o34S 0180 

Small Island so2-
4 in spring water 19.3 13. 8 

Small Island Tufa 20.2 15. 7 

South End of so2- in 19.6 I.S. Main Island 4 water 

Southwest Corner so2- in 19.2 I.S. of Main Island 4 water 

(I.S. Insufficient sample) 



2-mineralized, having a TDS content of 1180, [so4 ] of 683 ppm, 
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[Cl-] only 36.9 ppm and are classified as Caso4 waters (BRANDON, 1965). 

The low [C l -] suggests that the gypsum may be of Lower Devonian 

age . (sec. 6.3.1). 

o34s and o18o analyses of the spring soz- and tufa are listed 

in Table 6.4. Consistent o34s values are evidence of the same 

source of sulfate for all these springs. o34s and o18o values of the 

spring sulfate confirm that Lower Devonian strata, bearing evaporite 

2- 34 gypsum, are the provenance of so4 in these springs. These o S 

values are typical of the gypsum bearing units in the Bear Rock 

Formation (see Sec. 5.2). 18 Theo O values suggest minimal alteration 

2-of the so4 by bacterial activity after dissolution. It is interesting 

to find that gypsum in the tufa is enriched in 180 as well as 34s. 

It is known that crystallization of sulfate from a solution should 

cause fractionation in both isotopes. Under equilibrium conditions 

0 18 0 34 0 at 25 C, ~o O 3.5 /oo and ~o S 1.6 /oo. In the case of small 

island tufa, ~o 18o = 1.9°/oo 
18 

and ~o 34s = 0.9°/oo. Note that in case 

f ·1·b . M 0 o equi i rium, 34 M s 
Ml80 

= 2.2 and in this case we have ---
M34S 

2 .1. 

This suggests that during crystallization the heavier isotopes of 

both elements concentrated in the precipitate with the oxygen isotope 

fractionation approximately twice that of the sulfur. 

6.5 Bear Rock Springs 

Two of these three springs are located on the east flank of 

a mountain at the junction of Great Bear River and the Mackenzie River, 



known as Bear Rock. The third spring is on the other side (West) 

of this mountain. The approximate location is 64° 55' N and 125° 
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39' N for the East springs and 64° 55' N and 125° 43' W for the 

West spring. The ions in these waters are predominantly Ca2+, Mg 2+, 

- Z- Na+ -HC0 3 and so4 with moderate amounts of and Cl . The temperatures 

0 for the various springs range from 1.6 to 3.5 C (MICHEL, 1977). The 

West spring discharges sulfurous water and a strong H2s odour pervades 

the air. 

The o34s and o18o values for sulfates associated with these 

springs are presented in Table 6.5e While the chemical data indicate 

dissolution of gypsum from evaporitic strata, it cannot distinguish 

the Bear Rock formation from the Saline River Formation as the source 

of sulfate in the spring waters. 34 Theo S values, however, make this 

distinction very apparent. 34 On the basis of the mean o S values for 

the Bear Rock formation and Saline River formation (sec. 5.2) one 

concludes that the two springs on the east side derive their so2-4 

from the Saline River Formation whereas the one on the other side of 

the mountain (Bear Rock) flows through Bear Rock strata. The two 

springs that occur in close proximity to each other on the east side 

would appear to have the same flow path (through Saline River Formati·on) 

and this lends credence to the conclusions derived from sulfur isotope 

data. 

18 2-The o 0-values for the spring so4 are consistently lower than 

those identified with these two gypsum-bearing units. As discussed 

previously (sec. 5.2 and 6.3) this indicates a partial reduction of 

the so2- and a reoxidation of the reduced species. The presence 4 
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TABLE 6.5 

Isotopic Data For Bear Rock Springs 

Sample 
o34S 0180 Location Description 

East of Bear 
so2-Rock in water 25.1 5.5 

(North spring) 4 

East of Bear 
so2-Rock in water 27.4 6. 7 

(South spring) 4 

East of 
Bear Rock Icing Precipitate 28.4 8.7 
( South spring) 

West of 2- 16.3 7.5 Bear Rock so4 in spring 
water 



of H2s in the air is consistent with this hypothesis. If the loss 

of reduced species from soluti·.on is small, oxidation would alter 

34 18 the o S value only slightly but would depress the o O value 

significantly since the reoxidation of HS and related species 

involves some water oxygen. The o18o of these spring waters is 

around -22°/oo (VAN EVERDINGEN et al, 1978). It is interesting 

18 2-to observe that the o O values for so4 in the two East springs are 

very nearly identical and that of the West spring is comparatively 

about 1°/oo heavier. This difference in o18o is about the same 

as that which exists between Bear Rock and Saline River gypsum. 

This implies that after dissolution, the waters of all these springs 

underwent similar chemical and biological alterations. This 

conclusion is consistent with the fact that in the absence of isotope 

data it would not be possible to distinguish which strata the spring 

waters encountered. 

Isotope fractionation during crystallization can be evaluated 

from the a-values for the "icing" precipitate. As in the case of 
M180 

Old Fort Island (sec.6.4), the ratio 34 = 2.0. 
M S 

6.6 Kelly Lake Springs 

These springs are located along the east-west flank near the 

center of Kelly Lake (65° 24' N and 126 06' W). The springs are cold 

(2.7 to 4.3°c) and vary in TDS from 1472 to 5085 mg/t. The chemical 
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data are summarized in Table 6.6. (VAN EVERDINGEN, pers. comm., 1982) 

Chemical analyses show that the Brown spring flows through strata 
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TABLE 6. 6 

Chemical And Isotopic Data For Kelly Lake Springs 

Moss 
I 

Covered Brown West End 
Spring Spring Spring 

T0 (C) 2. 7 3.3 4.3 

pH 7.5 7.4 7.9 

[SO~-] ppm 250 800 400 

-[C ,Q, ] ppm 460 2250 710 

TDS mg/9., 1472 5085 2072 

834S csoz-) 17.5 35.1 13. 7 

8180 csoz-) -0.1 8.7 5.5 

834S ("Evaporite" - 28.1 -
on vegetation) 

8180 (" Evapor it e" - 7.0 -
on vegetation) 

834S ("Tufa") - - 13. 4 

0180 ("Tuf a") - - -0.5 



which are markedly different from the other two. This is confirmed 

on the basis of the isotopic data presented in Table 6.6. 

The o34s value for so2- in the Brown spring identifies 4 
evaporite of the Saline River Formation (sec. 5.2) as its source. 

18 2-The o O value for so4 is consistent with that obtained by a 

reduction-reoxidation model proposed earlier (sec. 6.3). Since 
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the Saline River Formation contains extensive halite beds (sec. 5.2), 

the relatively high [Cl ] in the Brown spring supports the conclusion 

based on isotopic data, that the so2- is derived from the Saline 4 

River Formation. 

34 2-The o S value for so4 in the moss covered spring is in the 

range identified with the Bear Rock Formation. However, the o18o 

value is too low to fit into the reduction-reoxidation model 

(sec. 6.3). This suggests that the spring is not simply dissolving 

so2- from Bear Rock strata and that a more complex process is occurr-4 
ing. The geology of the region indicates that the Saline River 

Formation is unconformably overlain by Cretaceous Units and the Bear 

Rock Formation is completely missing in the vicinity of the recharge 

area for these springs (VAN EVERDINGEN, pers. comm., 1982). The 

low o18o value suggests incorporation of more water oxygen than that 

proposed in the reduction-oxidation processes after dissolution of 

evaporitic anhydrite (sec. 6.3). Simple mass balance calculations 

conclude that the sof- in this spring is an admixture of oxidation 

of sulfides hosted by shales and sulphates dissolved from Cretaceous 

and Upper Cambrian strata. 



"Evaporite" on vegetation in the vicinity of the Brown spring 

was also analyzed for its o34s and o18o values (Table 6.6). It 

h 11 . . S02-appears tat ce s excrete water containing 4 . Up~n evaporation 

of this water, a film of this "evaporite" is left clinging to the 

vegetation. On the basis of the o34s and o18o values and simple 

calculations, it appears likely that the vegetation is not only 

absorbing nutrients in the water from the Brown spring but also 

from the other two springs. 

34 2-Comparison of o S values for SO 4 and "tufa" of the West End 

spring shows that the "tufa" formation does not conform to a simple 

crystallization model. Data from another location (sec. 6.8) suggest 

that the shallow surface layers of a tufa deposit have a-values 

indicative of bacterial and/or chemical leaching while the deeper 

samples are more consistent with simple precipitation. A simple 

isotopic mass balance calculation for the "tufa" from the West End 

spring indicates that at least 20% of the superficial tufa is not a 

primary deposit. Extensive bacterial sulfate reduction in this 

area seems unlikely because of a paucity of H2s. It is relevant, 

however, that gravel in the outflow channel of the Brown spring is 

reddish brown, characteristic of iron oxides. This in turn suggests 

the presence of iron bacteria such as Ferrobacillus which may have 

played a role in altering the o18o value of the tufa (see also 

sec. 6. 7). 
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6.7 South Redstone Hot Spring 

This thermal spring occurs near the South Redstone River, 

N.W.T., Canada (63° 24' N, 125° 56' W) (Fig. 6.9). Meteoric 

waters penetrate to at least 1600 metres as evaluated from its 

0 temperature (52.9 C). Despite its high temperature and depth of 

penetration, the water in this spring is undersaturated with respect 

to calcite, dolomite and gypsum _with · [sof-J 190, [C£-] = 62.5 

and TDS = 582 mg/ £ . 

o34 s and o18o data (Table 6.7) in combination with the 

paucity of sulfate-reducing activity (absence of H2S) suggest that 

h So2- . . f t e 4 is a mixture rom two sources: (1) oxidation of pyrite 

in nearby shales, (2) gypsum in Precambrian rocks in the region. 

The existence of the first process can be justified since the spring 

waters are saturated with respect to the iron minerals (MICHEL, 

1977). Moreover, the Eh of the water is+ 122 mV (VAN EVERDINGEN, 

pers. comm., 1982) which supports the assumption of an oxidizing 

env ir onmen t . 

Minor quantities of gypsum occur in Precambrian rocks in the 

region (MICHEL, 1977) but there is no evidence to support or 

refute the assumption that the waters percolated through these rocks. 

However, isotopic data indicate that some gypsum must have been 

dissolved by this spring. 
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a-values for the tufa are not consistent with simple precipitation 

2-of spring so4 . It is expected that some pyrite (or its precursors) 

was precipitated in the tufa because the spring is saturated in iron 
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TABLE 6. 7 

Isotopic Data For South Redstone Spring 

Sample o34S 0180 
Description 

Spring 22.8 6.5 so2-
4 

Tufa 18. 6 12. 5 



minerals. This light sulfide was then oxidized to sulfate. Thus 

the o34s value of the tufa reflects a weighted average between 

that of the original spring soz- and that of the pyrite. If this 

is true then one must conclude that pyrite oxidation in the air 

involved more air O than water vapor oxygen (see also sec. 6.8). 
2 

In the absence of a •:;o34s value for this source pyrite, it is 

difficult to quantitatively estimate the ratio of air to water 

vapor oxygen. It must be mentioned that laboratory abiotic 

oxidation of slurries of finely ground pyrite in water through 

which air was bubbled incorporated about equal amounts of air and 

water (SCHWARCZ and CORTECCI, 1974). It seems reasonable that 

oxidation of pyrite in air with minimal contact with water should 

introduce more air o2 than would be the case for oxidizing dissolved 

sulfide species in dilute solution. 

6.8 Takhini Hot Spring 

This spring (60° 52' 41" N, 135° 21' 23" W) is located(Fig. 6.9) 

approximately 29.7 km northwest by road from Whitehorse, Yukon 

Territory. The chemical data for the spring water and the travertine 

deposit, obtained from Dr. van Everdingen of Environment Canada, 

Calgary (written cormn., 1982) are summarized in Tables 6.8 and 6.9 

respectively. 2-The high [S04 ] and low metal content suggests 

percolation of the water through evaporite strata. 

The o34s and o18o data listed in Table 6.10 support this 

conclusion. One might speculate that Lower Devonian sulfate occurs in 

some underlying strata. However, the region comprises metamorphosed 
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Constituent 

Ca 

Mg 

Sr 

Na 

K 

Fe 

Pb 

Zn 

Hco-
3 

so 2-4 

ci-

Si02 

TDS 

H2s 

Eh 

T (°C) 

pH 

TABLE 6.8 

Takhini Hot Spring 

Chemical Analysis 
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(ppm) 

590 

88.9 

14.3 

35 

8.5 

0.6 

<0.004 

0.07 

126.9 

1744 

1.3 

46 

2658.8 

Trace 

+219 mV 

46.7 

6.9 



TABLE 6. 9 

Travertine Deposit (Crust) 

Approximate Inferred Mineral Composition 

(% Weight) 

CaC03 89.2 

CaS04 .2H20 5.2 

Fe2(so4) 3 2.4 

CaMg (C03) 2 1.2 

Si02 .nH20 1. 7 

SrC03 0.3 

Fine-grained White Layer In Travertine 

CaS04 .2H20 91.5 

CaC03 3.0 

CaMg(C03) 2 2.6 

Si02 .nH20 1.5 

SrC03 0.7 

Fe2 (so4) 3 0.5 

Na2so4 0.2 
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pyritiferous rocks. The Anvil Pb-Zn deposits located approximately 

216.6 km northeast of Whitehorse have o34s values around +20°/oo 

(CAMPBELL and ETHIER, 1974). Oxidation of sulfides, however, is 

18 an unlikely mechanism because of the quite positive c5 0 values. 

Thus the isotope and chemical data are concordantly indicative of an 

2-evaporite source for the so4 • Attempts at locating this source 

have failed (VAN EVERDINGEN, pers. comm., 1981). 

The spring has produced a fairly extensive deposit of 

reddish-brown "travertine". A trench dug in this deposit revealed 

a 12.5 cm layer of extremely fine-grained greyish-white material, 

about 40 cm below the top (crust). The major constituents of the 

main travertine deposit and the fine layer show that the former is 

principally composed of calcite while the latter is mostly gypsum 

(Table 6.9). The fine-grained layer appears to be the product of 
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partial evaporation of spring water in a quasi-stagnant situation. 

Theoretically, such a process produces a deposit comprising approxima-

tely 90% Caso4 , 4% Caco3 , 3% CaMg(C03) 2 and minor amounts of other 

minerals, which is in good agreement with the measured mineral 

composition (Table 6.9). Moreover, the mineral composition of a 

scale deposit formed by evaporation on the swimming pool wall was 

similar to that of the fine-grained layer. In contrast, the main 

deposit likely represents Caco3 precipitation from the spring water 

promoted by increased supersaturation due to rise in pH and loss of 

co2 on contact with the atmosphere. 
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TABLE 6.10 

Isotopic Data For Takhini Spring And Deposit 

Date 
cS34S 0180 Sample Description Sampled 

Spring water S02-
4 810325 15.0 15.3 

Spring water S02-
4 810713 14 .8 15.2 

Travertine Crust 
( 'v 5% gypsum) 720711 17.2 21 

Fine-grained Layer in 
Travertine Deposit 
('v 90% gypsum) 720711 15.2 15.8 



The o34s and o18o values for the fine-grained deposit are 

2-almost identical to those found for spring so4 • On the other 

hand, the main deposit crust sample shows evidence of bacterial 

and/or chemical leaching and is reddish-brown in appearance owing 

to iron containing compounds. Although the lower sulfate content 
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and higher o34s and o18o values might appear consistent with bacterial 

sulfate reduction, this is not a tenable hypothesis because of 

the following reasons: 

1. The crust is exposed and it is difficult to visualize in-situ 

bacterial reduction. Moreover the presence of H2s is not obvious. 

2. Bacterial reduction is often accompanied by o34s and o18o changes 

in the ratio 4:1. The observed fractionation is in the ratio 2:5. 

3. It is not likely that bacterial reduction would be so extensive 

as to deplete the gypsum reservoir from ~ 90% to~ 5%. 

A more reasonable hypothesis is that the main deposit was 

formed with calcite comprising the bulk of the deposit (~ 90%). 

Gypsum from the spring soz- and metal sulfides in the spring water 

deposited in about the same proportion (Table 6.9). The metal 

sulfides were subsequently oxidized (likely involving Ferrobacillus) 

0 to sulfate incorporating air oxygen (+24 /oo). If we take the 

o34s of metal sulfides +20°/oo (CAMPBELL and ETHIER, 1974), o34s 
of spring soz- 15°/oo o18o of spring sulfate 15.8°/oo then the 

o34s of the main deposit would be~ 17.5°/oo and o18o 20.0°/oo. 

Given the approximate nature of the mineral compositions and these 

calculations, the conclusions are in good agreement with measured 



a-values of the crust. The oxidation of pyrite in air, generating 

sulfates rather enriched in 180 was discussed previously for the 

Redstone hot spring (sec. 6.7). The fine-grained deposit did not 

show such departures from the a-values for the spring sulfate 

because the bulk of that deposit is gypsum and superimposed 

variations were minimal. 

6.9 Liard Hot Spring 
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This hot spring (T = 51.2°c) is located adjacent to the (Fig. 6.9) 

Alaska highway, B.C. (59° 26' N, 126° 06' W). It is classified 

as mainly CaS04 with [SO~-]= 557, [Cl-]= 17.5 and TDS = 1118 ppm. 

The pH of the water at the time of sampling was 6.8 (VAN EVERDINGEN, 

pers. comm., 1982). 

Isotopic data for various sulfur-bearing species sampled at 

the spring site are given in Table 6.11. The o34s and o18o values 

of soz- are positive indicating dissolution of evaporites through 

which the water percolated. While the o34s value is indicative 

of Upper Devonian evaporites (sec. 5.4) the a18o value is slightly 

lower than expected for Upper Devonian evaporites. This indicates 

bacterial reduction and subsequent reoxidation as discussed earlier 

(sec. 6.3). A strong smell of H2s pervades the spring site and 

corroborates the existence of bacterial activity. The dissolved 

sulfide species [mainly HS-; precipitated with Cd(CH3coo) 2 ] had a 

34 o . . 34 34 2-0 S value of -9.2 /oo. The fractionation 60 S = o S(S04 ) -

34 - 0 2-0 S(HS ) = 31.4 /oo is typical of bacterial so4 reduction (sec. 6.2) 
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TABLE 6.11 

Isotopic Data For Liard Hot Springs 

Sample Description 834S 0180 

so2-
4 in water +22.2 +11. 7 

HS - 2-
' S etc. in -9.2 -the spring water 

Tufa Crust +12.0 +6.1 



BRANDON (1965) described the geology of the area in terms of 

Middle Devonian carbonate rocks overlain by Devone-Mississippian 

strata. Thus the interpretation from the isotopic data that Upper 

Devonian evaporite gypsum is the source of the spring so2- is 4 
consistent with the regional geology. 

The a-values of tufa crust in the vicinity of the spring are 

2-not the same as those of the so4 • The data are consistent with 

some of the tufa being derived from oxidation of H2s in the air. 

If the o18o (secondary soz-) is taken as -10°/oo (sec. 6.3), the 

crust is made up of sulfate precipitated from the spring and 

secondary sulfate in the approximate ratio 2:1. Viz. if x is the 

fraction of sulfate precipitated from the spring, then 

ll.7(x) + (1-x) (-10) = 6.1 

X 2/3 

2-If one makes the approximation that the secondary so4 has the same 

34 o S value as dissolved sulfides, a similar mass balance calculation 

gives 

22.2(x) + (1-x) (-9.2) +12 

X 2/3 

The agreement between these two calculations suggests that the 

theoretically derived o18o value of -10°/oo for secondary SO~-

arising from atmospheric oxidation of H2s is reasonable. However, 

this should not be taken as a world-wide value because atmospheric 

water vapor which varies in isotopic composition is involved in the 
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oxidation. 

6.10 Paint Pots 

These unusual cold mineral springs are located in the Kootenay 

National Park, B.C., (Fig. 6.10), 27 _km from Eisenhower junction, 

(51° lO'N, 116° 09' W) and owe their colorful name to the large iron 

oxide or hydroxide (limonite, geothite} deposits known as the 
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"Ochre beds". Historically, Indians of the area used it for painting 

their bodies and embellishing their possessions. 

The isotopic and chemical data are listed in Tables 6.13 and 6.12. 

The o18o value of the spring soz~(-9.4°/oo) is _diagnostic of ·oxidation 

of sulfide incorporating dissolved molecular oxygen and water oxygen 

in the approximate ratio 1:2 (sec. 6.3). The absence of H2s suggests 

2-that bacterial reduction of so4 is not occurring and further the 

very positive Eh of the water indicates an oxidizing environment. 

The low pH of the spring water (Table 6.12) is conducive to the 

proliferation of iron bacteria (Ferrobacillus and Thiobacillus 

Ferroxidans). Oxidation of pyrite could therefore account for the 

h · h [ so2-] · i-
180 1 1 H d 1. . d . t ig 4 , negative u va ue, ow p an imonite eposi. 

FeS 2 + 15 02 + 8H20 

(STUMM and MORGAN, 1970) 

Oxidation of other metallic sulfides can be microbiologically 

promoted. For example, TRUDINGER (1971) found that the bacterial 

release of zn2+ from sphalerite was expedited 10-fold in the presence 

of pyrite. 
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Fig. 6.10 Map showing Paint Pots (B.C.) and Sulphur Mountain 

Hot Springs, Banff, Alberta. 
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A possible source of sulfides is the Hawk Creek Prospects of 

pyrite, sphalerite and galena. The o34s values of these sulfides 

(~ +22°/oo - +33°/oo; Table 6.13) are quite positive compared to 

2- 0 the spring so4 (+10.3 /oo). Therefore, if the Hawk Creek prospects 

are the source, bacterial oxidation of the metal sulfides involved 

very large isotopic fractionation. While it is generally accepted 

that the isotopic selectivity during oxidation is usually small, 

large fractionations have occasionally been reported in the 

literature. 2-KAPLAN and RITTENBERG (1964) found that S04 formed 

during laboratory oxidation of sulfide by Thiobacillus concretivorous 

was depleted in 34s by as much as 18°/oo with respect to the starting 

sulfide. NISSENBAUM and RAFTER (1967) found gypsum in altered pyrite 

concretions from Israel to have a o34s value of -15.3°/oo whereas the 

pyrite had a o34s value of -1.3°/oo. They ascribed these observations 

to microbiological oxidation. In peat deposits of northern Alberta, 

0 2- 0 KROUSE (1980) found S and so4 near the surface to be around -28 /oo 

and -32°/oo respectively whereas pyrite at 60 cm depth had o34s values 

near -22°/oo. In contrast, bacterial oxidation of elemental s0 shows 

very little fractionation (KROUSE and McCREADY, 1981). Thus there 

are sufficient precedents in the literature to suggest that derivation 

2-of the so4 from the Hawk Creek sulfide deposits is a reasonable 

conclusion. In the absence of o18o data for the SO~-, one would be 

more hesitant about advancing such a hypothesis. An alternate 

possibility that is consistent with the isotopic data is solution of 

sulfide deposits, oxidation to sulfate, reduction to sulfide and 
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TABLE 6.12 

Chemical Data For Paint Pots Spring 

(Summarized from VAN EVERDINGEN, 1972) 

T(°C) 10.7 

Eh (mV) +564 

pH 3.7 

TDS (ppm) 1739 

[ sof-] ppm 1167 

[ C.Q,-] ppm 0.2 

Fe (ppm) 300 

Zn (ppm) 52 

Pb (ppm) 0.15 
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TABLE 6.13 

Isotopic Data For Paint Pots, B.C • 

. And Nearby Hawk Creek Prospects 

Sample 634S 

S02-
4 in water +10.8 

Metal sulf ides (Hawk Creek) 
22. 3* (Pyrite + Sphalerite) 

Hawk Creek Prospects 

- DO - 22.6 

- DO - 33.2 

* 34 

0180 

-9.4 

-

-

-

EVANS et al, (1968) found a range in o S values of 
+25 to+28·0/oo for co-existing pyrite, sphalerite and galena in 
three samples from Hawk Creek. These authors also noted 
that a34s values ranged from +8 to +32°/oo for samples 
from a number of deposits between Banff, Alberta and 
Field, British Columbia. 
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reoxidation to the current sof- in the springs. This complex sequence 

would seem much less likely. 

6.11 Natro-Jarosite Depositing Springs 

One rather unusual spring is located at (65° 12' N, 124° 38' W) 

to the east of Bear Rock springs (sec. 6.5) near Norman Wells, N.W.T. 

(Fig. 6.9). In many respects it is similar to the Paint Pots 

spring (Sec. 6.10). It was previously described as the 'Golden 

Deposit' spring (VAN EVERDINGEN, pers. comm., 1981) because of the 

brilliant color of the deposit which stands out distinctly from the 

pale green and brown of the tundra-muskeg landscape. 

Chemical analyses of the spring water and mineral analyses of 

the deposit and crystals on vegetation are summarized in Table 6.14 

(MICHEL, 1977; VAN EVERDINGEN, written comm., 1981). Isotopic data 
34 18 . . are listed in Table 6.15. The .low 8 Sand 8 0 values of the spring 

soz- suggest that oxidation of sulfides, as opposed to evaporite 

dissolution, is the principal source of SO~-. This is consistent 

with the low [Ca2+]/[sof-J ratio, high Fe, low pH and very positive 

Eh (Table 6.14). Wet oxidation of pyrite in the laboratory was found 

to incorporate roughly equal amounts of molecular oxygen and water 

2-oxygen into the S04 (SCHWARCZ and CORTECCI, 1974; sec. 6.7). These 

authors did not allow for a ·dnetic isotope effect during incorporation 

of oxygen from air or water. With this assumption, the calculated 

value for o18o (soz-) is +2°/oo for this spring. If one were to 

include the kinetic isotope fractionation of -8.7°/oo found by 
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TABLE 6.14 

Natro-Jarosite Depositing Spring - Chemical Analyses 

Spring Water 

Constituent Concentration (ppm) 

Na 500 
K 7 
Ca 341 
Mg 800 
Cl 24 
S04 5300 
Fe 220 

Pb, Zn, Cu, HC03 <0.2 
Si02 37 
Eh (mV) +683 

pH 2.9 
T (oC) 3. 7 

Main DeEosit 

Natro-Jarosite 
[NaFe3(0H) 6 (so4) 2] 83% 

Si02 17% 

Cristals on Plant 

Bloedite 
[MgS04 .Na2so4 .4H20] 47% 

Hexahydrite 
[MgS04 .6H20] 31% 

Epsomite 'v 
20% MgS04 .7H20 'v 

Kainite 
'v MgS04 .KC£.3H20 'v 2% 



LLOYD (1967) for incorporation of molecular oxygen during HS 

oxidation, then o18o (soz-) would be: 

[o18o(H20)] + [o18o(air) - 8.7] 

2 

0 - 2.4 /oo . 

2-The measured a-value for the so4 is within this relatively 

narrow range. Because the predominant metal in this spring is Fe, 

isotopic analyses afford a unique opportunity to estimate the o18o 

value of the soz- generated during natural pyrite oxidation. On the 

basis of XRD analyses, MICHEL (1977) identified the deposit of this 

spring as the sodium end member of the jarosite group of minerals. 

BROPHY and SHERIDAN (1965) have found that K will preferentially 

replace Na in the jarosite structure and Na-jarosite can form only 

2-when K is almost non-existent in the so4 bearing solution. The 

chemical analyses for the spring water (Table 6.14) is, therefore, 

consistent with the deposition of natro-jarosite at the spring vent. 

34 18 o Sando O analyses of the natro-jarosite deposit indicate 

34 18 . a small fractionation favoring Sand O in the precipitate. This 

enrichment is not very different from those observed for gypsum at 

other springs (ibidem). 

The "evaporite" clinging to the plants in the vicinity of the 

deposit is white, suggesting the absence of Fe. Mineral analyses 

confirm this (Table 6.14). It appears that the plants are 

selectively absorbing Fe as a nutrient. The o34s value of the 

residual sulfates (Bloedite, Hexahydrite etc.) is heavier than the 
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TABLE 6.15 

Isotopic Analyses:Natro-Jarosite Depositing Spring 

Sample Description o34S 0180 

Spring so2-
4 -22.8 +o.s 

Main Deposit -22.3 +2 .4 

Crystals on Plant -19.1 -0.8 



spring S02-4 This is consistent with the findings of WINNER et al, 

2-(1981) that plants under high f S04 ] stress, release H2S which 

is depleted in 34s. Therefore remaining SO~- and assimilated sulfur 

becomes correspondingly enriched in 34s. The small decrease in the 

o18o values could indicate oxygen isotope exchange between water 

and intermediate species formed during such a biochemical reaction. 

VAN EVERDINGEN (1970) found only limonite at the Paint Pots 

(sec. 6.10). It is quite possible to mistake jarosite for limonite 

because of their close similarities. The "limonite" deposit at 

Paint Pots is now being re-evaluated to identify if the Paint Pots 

is depositing a mixture of these two minerals (VAN EVERDINGEN, pers. 

comm., 1982). Because of the low Kand Na in the Paint Pots spring, 

however, it is not likely that this deposit is predominantly jarosite. 

6.12 Sulphur Mountain Hot Springs, Ban£ £ , Alberta 

'v 0 The sulfurous, hot springs (T 'v 31 C) on the eastern slope of 

Sulphur Mountain, near the townsite of Ban££, Alberta, are the best 

known in Canada. The four springs discussed here are located 

approximately at 51° 10' 06" N and 115° 35' 33" W (Fig. 6.10). An 

extensive description including historical details of many other 

springs in this area is given by VAN EVERDINGEN (1972). Isotopic 

data for the S-bearing species associated with these four springs 

are listed in Table 6.17 and plotted in Fig. 6.12. Chemical data for 

the spring waters are summarized in Table 6.16 (VAN EVERDINGEN, pers. 

comm., 1982). 
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TABLE 6.16 

Chemical Data For Sulphur Mountain Hot Springs 

Banff, Alberta 

Constituent Upper Pool Lower Pool 
mg/ 9., Spring Spring Cave Spring 

so2-
4 620 625 575 

-Cl 5.5 5.5 5.7 

Hco; 151.3 147.6 145.2 

Si02 31 31 31 

Na 5.8 5.6 5.6 

Ca 258 252 252 

Mg 46.5 46.1 47.4 

TDS 1121. 8 1116.5 1066 

pH 7.2 7.1 7.3 

T(°C) 30.4 33.2 29.3 
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Bas in Spring 

1080 

5.8 

153.7 

36 

7.1 

440 

79 

1809. 3 

7.2 

33.5 
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TABLE 6.17 

Isotopic Data For Ban££ Hot Springs 

Upper Pool Lower Pool Cave Basin 
Spring Spring Spring Spring 

o18o(H 0) 2 -21 -21.l -21.1 -21.0 

o18o(so2-) 4 +12.5 +12.4 +11.8 +12.4 

o34s(so2-) 4 +26.7 ·+25.4 +25.8 +25.6 

034 s(HS-) -6.5 -7.3 -6.6 -1. 4 

834S (gypsum 
on the wall) -12. 0 -6.O -5.2 

0180 (gypsum 
on the wall) -18.4 -13.O -23.3 

834S (gypsum in 
Tufa) +26.5 

8180 (gypsum in 
Tufa) +17.9 

834S (gypsum in 
pool sediment) -1.8 +1.3 

8180 (gypsum in 
pool sediment) -14. 9 -14.3 



34 18 2-The o Sando O values for the spring so4 are positive 

and indicate dissolution of evaporites, probably of Upper Cambrian 

age (cf. sec. 5.2). A thorough study, including analyses of 

2-bedrock evaporites, which could be likely sources of so4 in the 

springs at Banff, Fairmont, Radium, Vermillion and other springs in 

this general area, is underway. This will be the subject of a 

future report and will not be elaborated further here. The o34s 
- 2-values of sulfide species in the water (HS, S ) are negative with 

34 34 2- 34 - 0 0 ~o S = o S(S04 ) - o S(HS) ranging from 27 /oo to 33.2 /oo which 

are typical of bacterial reduction processes (sec. 6.2). Oxidation 

of the sulfide species that escape as H2S generated H2so4 with very 

. 34 18 negative o Sando O values (Table 6.17) • .An extensive discussion 

of the various processes that generated these products (Fig. 6.11) 

and the associated isotopic abundances was given for the Paige 

Mountain study in sec. 6.3. This discussion will not be repeated 

here. It is simply noted that the a-values measured at the Banff 

springs are quite consistent with the Paige Mountain study. 

Among the pool sediments of the Cave and Basin Springs, small 

quantities of fine-grained gypsum(< 0.063mm) were found. Their 

o34s and o18o values (Table 6.17) suggest that they are comprised of 

about 80% secondary gypsum whereas only 20% was precipitated 

directly from SO~- in the spring water. 

The cave in the Cave-and-Basin system probably did not develop 

solely by the dissolution of the travertine deposit by the spring 

water, since it is saturated with respect to the travertine minerals, 
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calcite, dolom:i.te and gypsum (Table 6.16; V/ill EVERDINGEN, 1970; 

19 72) • 2-Isotopic analyses of the spring so4 , HS and alteration 

gypsum on the wall (Table 6.17) indicate that the cave is developing, 

at least in part, via a more complex chemical corrosion process. 

2-H2S generated by microbiological reduction of so4 , is converted 

by hydrolysis/oxidation processes to H2so4 • The a34s and a18o 
values of the alteration gypsum on the cave wall (Table 6.17) confirm 

that it is produced by the reaction of carbonate with this secondary 

H2so4 • Gypsum build-up may impede the further reaction between 

H2so4 fallout and travertine as indicated by localized occurrences 

of sulfuric acid on the cave walls. However, some of this gypsum 

is loosely attached to the walls and easily removed by vibrations, 

air currents etc., exposing fresh travertine to acid attack. The 

conversion of carbonate to gypsum has thus penetrated locally at 

least 10 cm into the travertine (cave wall). 

6.13 Radioactive Barite Sinter And Springs 

6.13.1 Introduction 

Hot and cold springs in mountainous and volcanically active 

areas commonly deposit calcareous tufa and in several cases 

siliceous sinter around their surface vents. At one location, 

0 0 (Fig. 6.9) in the N.W.T., Canada, (64 18'N and 130 14' W) 

however, cold springs are presently depositing radium enriched 

barite. This deposit was discovered in 1977 (CECILE and JONES, 

1979) and was revisited for a detailed study in August of 1979. 

This occurrence is a natural geochemical laboratory for understanding 
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processes that result in concentrated deposits of barite, as well 

as providing information relevant to uraniferous deposits. 

A comprehensive report has just been completed on the origin 

of the barite sinter and springs based on local geology, inferred 

groundwater system, spring water and local surface water chemistry, 

barite sinter composition and sulphur and oxygen isotope studies 

of barite sinter samples, (CECILE~ al, 1982a). 

The isotopic aspects of that study are presented in this 

thesis. 

6.13.2 The Barite Sinter And Springs; Surface Features 

The barite sinter and associated springs are confined to a 

50x 40 m area (Fig. 6.13) with a high level of radioactivity (sec. 

6.13.5 and Fig. 6.16). ·Fresh sinter is porous, fine-grained and 

pale yellow and is found near spring vents as granules or crusts. 

Away from the immediate spring areas are older massive indurated, 

porous grey sinter material. Both types of sinter contain wood 

and leaf fragments, are radioactive, and are essentially pure 

barite on the basis of x-ray diffraction patterns. 

The estimated total discharge from all the springs is one 

to five litres per minute. Most springs are degassing; this gas 

has not been analysed, but contains some H2s. 
6.13.3 Geological Setting of the Barite Sinter 

The barite sinter deposit is located near the stratigraphic 

contact between Devonian limestone and shale (Fig. 6.14). The 

composition and thickness of Paleozoic strata underlying the area 
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Fig. 6.13 Sketch map showing main spring outlets, drainage 

patterns and other features in barite sinter spring 

area. 
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are shown in cross-section A-B (Fig. 6.15 ) . 

The Devonian limestone forms a distinct set of mountains 

northeast of the springs. This limestone outcrops in a 20-50 cm 

high ridge running partly through the southern sinter area. 50 km 

south of the study area the upper 10m of the same limestone contain 

vugs and small caves lined with barite (CECILE, 1981). In the upper 

10m of this limestone in the spring area are large (meter-scale) 

vugs and widespread limonite-hematite (gossan) zones. However, 

the presence of a single talus sample of barite lining a limestone 

vug is the only evidence that barite probably once filled vugs in 

this area (Fig. 6~14). Ordovician graptolitic shale and Late 

Ordovician to Silurian basin limestone in the subsurface beneath the 

springs are pyritic, contain ~ 1 percent organic carbon, are enriched 

in barium, and occasionally contain beds or nodules of barite 

(GOODFELLOW~ al, 1980). In addition, both the graptolitic 

shale and basin limestone -in this area are interstratified 

with thick successions of altered alkalic basic volcanic rocks 

containing barium in the feldspar minerals celsian and hyalophane. 

6.13.4 Spring And Surface Water Chemistry 
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Three water samples were collected from surface drainage systems, 

two from the spring vents and one from the confluence of spring 

and other surface waters near the barite sinter deposit (Fig. 6.14; 

Table 6.18). Water temperature, Eh and pH were meas:ured at all 

water sample sites and at three additional sites downstream of 

spring vents (Fig. 6.13; Table 6.18). 
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Within the immediate sinter springs area, water temperature, 

Eh and pH generally all rise as water moves away from the vents. 

Water temperatures quickly change from 8-8.5°C to values close to 

air temperatures and then lower slightly when mixed with other 

waters draining the surrounding tundra. Waters draining the tundra 

could be derived in part from melting of permafrost. The rapid 

heating of the water is probably due to exposure to sunlight and 

air as the water trickles down a broad south facing rivuleted fan. 

Values of pH increase from averages of 7.7 to 8.2 from the 

outlets to the lower sinter fan. This change is attributed to loss 

of H2s and probably co2 from the water. The relatively large shift 

in Eh from outlet values of +214 and +218 mv to the lower sinter 

fan value of +232 and a confluence value of +252 mv is one factor 

conducive to the conversion of sulphide ion species to so2- resulting 4 

in the precipitation of insoluble Ba (Ra) so4 • 
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The chemical compositions of springs (sample nos. WS, W6 and W4) 

and stream (Wl, W2 and W3) waters are given in Table 6.19. By comparing 

the total equivalents perm£ (epm) for cations and anions, it is 

clear that all major ions are accounted for in the analyses. Slight 

discrepancies in the cation-anion balance are most likely due to 

analytical errors. 

+ - -In general, the spring waters are the Na -C£ -HC03 type which 

are characteristic of water equilibrated with clay minerals 

comprising argillaceous sediments at depth. Compared to surface water, 

the spring water is also enriched in Ba2+. 



Waters equilibrated with clay minerals such as smectites 

are characteristically in the range of 5 to 7 pH units, and enriched 

+ -in Na and Cl • H2s (aq) would be the dominant sulphide species 

under these conditions. The high Hco; content most likely reflects 

the dissolution of carbonates or the mixing with shallow carbonate 

waters during the slow ascent of deeper acidic water to the surface. 

Although the waters discharged at the vent are now oxidized and 

weakly alkaline (Table 6.18), they were likely acidic and reducing 

before discharge (CECILE et al, 1982a). 

The equilibration temperatures for sample WS have been 

calculated at 34°c using a conductive quartz geothermometer and 
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31°c using a Mg-corrected Na-K-Ca geothermometer. Similar temperatures 

were calculated for W6 (GSC, Ottawa). Considering that these 

temperatures represent minimum temperatures because of the likely 

mixing with surface waters, these fluids would be expected to have 

been generated at depths greater than 2km below the earth's surface. 

The water must cool as it returns to surface, because emergent 

· 8°c. spring temperatures average 

An unlikely alternative is that the water source is magmatic and 

issues from great depth. However, isotopic analyses suggest that most 

of the water is meteoric (sec. 6.13.6). 



TABLE 6.18 

Eh, pH and T Of Samples From Barite Sinter 

Springs And Surf ace Waters 

Wl: Sample from a river flowing through Lower to Middle 

Devonian limestone, northeast of the sinter springs. 

T(°C) 8 

Eh(mV) +258 

pH 7 .4 

W2: Sample from trickle of surface water in drainage ravine, 

north and directly up drainage from the barite sinter 

springs. Water runs through an Early to Middle Devonian 

limestone. 

T(°C) 6 

Eh(mV) +255.5 
pH 7.4 

W3: Sample from the head of a small creek draining from Middle 
to Upper Devonian shale, northeast of the sinter springs. 

T(°C) 5 

Eh(mV) +262.5 

pH 7.66 

W4: Sample from the confluence of all waters draining from the 

sinter springs area. 

0 0 0 T( C) 12 C (11 a.m.) 18 C (4:45 p.m.) 

Eh(mv) +252 

pH 8. 28 
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TABLE 6 .18 (cont'd) 

W5: Sample from the main outlet of spring A 

T(°C) 8.5 

Eh(mV) +214 

pH 7.78 

20m downstream of spring A: 

T(°C) 16 

Eh +232 

pH 8.0 

W6: Sample from the main outlet of spring B 

T(°C) 8.0 

Eh +218 

pH 7.58 

20m downstream of spring B: 

T(°C) 12. 0 

Eh +228 

pH 7.75 
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TABLE 6.19 

Chemistry And Radioactivity Of Water Samples From 

Barite Sinter Springs And Surface Drainage 

Wl w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 

2+ Ca (ppm) 46 39 253 51 38 39 

Mi+ 17 1 17 16 18 16 

Na+ 14 13 19 36 62 50 

Ba2+ 0 0 0 28 112 107 

Fe2+ <O. 02 5 in all the samples 

HCO; 89 112 254 245 283 238 

so2-
4 117 18 460 37 28 36 

-C.Q, <0.5 <0.5 <O. 5 36 140 82 

Sum of 4.27 2.58 14.86 5.88 7.78 7.08 
cations(epm) 

Sum of 
3.92 2.23 13. 77 5.88 9.34 7.08 

anions ( epm) 

226Ra 
2.3 0.1 0.1 4.4 71.6 11.3 

(pCi/ ,Q, ) 



6.13.5 Radioactivity In The Sinter And Springs 

The sinter and spring area is highly radioactive. Fig. 6.16 

is an approximate grid map of the area showing total radioactivity 

determined by using a McPhar scintillometer. The offscale readings 

in the southeast-central spring eore may indicate the sinter deposits 

are thickest in that area. 

Radioactivity in the samples is due to high concentration of 

radium substituting for barium in the barite structure. Analysis 

for radium by radon ananometry (GSC, Ottawa) gave the following 

results. Solutions of 1 g of the fresh sinter and old sinter 

in a mixture of HN0 3 and HC £ acid gave values of 112 pCi of radium 

per gram (pCi Ra/g) and 79 pCi Ra/g, respectively. Solution of 1 

g of the fresh and old sinter in a HF - HN03 mixture gave 105 and 

59 pCi Ra/g, respectively. Not all the sample was dissolved by the 

acids suggesting these are minimum values. Neutron Activation 

analysis (Atomic Energy of Canada, Ottawa) gives low uranium values 

of <0.2 ppm (fresh sinter) and 0.5 ppm (old sinter). Gamma ray 

spectrometer analysis (G. CAMERON, GSC, Ottawa) indicates low 

potassium and average thorium values (Th= 38 ppm (fresh sinter) and 

27 ppm (old sinter). 

The radium was most likely leached from the underlying shales 

that are characteristically enriched in uranium. Because Ra is a 

divalent ion with an ionic radius similar to that of Ba, it is 

commonly accumulated by substituting for Ba into the barite crystal 

lattice. 
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The radium enrichment factor (REF) is an important parameter 

for assessing the amount of uranium being left behind in the source 

rocks, causing disequilibrium between Ra and U in the spring water. 

The highly soluble 226Ra is transported in bicarbonate and chloride 

d . b 1 . . d . h B 2+ d · waters an is su sequent y co-precipitate wit a on egassing, 

oxidation or cooling of the hydrothermal solutions. Radioactive 

decay of 226Ra (T = 1620 yrs) in the sinters and water yields ½ 
222Rn (T½ = 3.8 days) which in turn yields 214Bi, the source of most 

f h 1 1 d . . . b d 2 3 8U . . o t e y-ray energy eve ra iation attri ute to in a series 

equilibrium situation. If secular equilibrium were established, the 

following relation should be valid 

where N No. of atoms 

Decay constant 1 
o:--

T½ 

Tl = Half-life 
!,,; 

Nu T2 
109 u 4.5 X 

NRa !,,; T2 1.6 X 103 
Ra 
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and noting that for 226Ra, 1 pCi = 1 pg, we find that for equilibrium, 

100 ppm U should co-exist with 33. 8 pCi Ra. 

REF is defined as: [U] required to maintain [Ra] in secular equilibrium 

ACTUAL [U] in water 

which simplifies, using the equilibrium relation given above, to: 



REF 

REF 

(0.338)-l Ra(in pCi) 

U (in ppm) 

2.96 Ra (pCi) 

U (ppm) 

A REF factor of 1 would signify an equilibrium situation in 

which uranium is not preferentially left behind. The higher the 

REF factor, the greater is the proportion of uranium left undissolved 

at the source as a result of preferential leaching of the more 

226 soluble Ra. 

Thus for WS we have (Table 6.19) 

REF (2.96) (71.6) 
0.2 

= 1060. 

This REF number probably ref l ects t he dif f erence in solution rates 

of U and Ra from shales over a large area rather than indicating a 

sizeable nearby uranium deposit. 

6.13.6 Isotopic Analyses Of Barite Sinter Samples 
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o34s and o18o values for barite sinter samples at the orifice of 

the spring and 10m downstream are listed in Table 6.20. For comparison, 

barite samples from a vug lining and talus of Devonian limestone are 

also tabulated. The sinter samples have very negative o18o and 

. . o34s 1 positive va ues. In contrast, the Middle Devonian barites 

have very positive o34s and o18o values and indicate unreacted 

2-seawater so4 which has been subjected to bacterial reduction, as 

the source. 



105-11 

130-22 

130-12 

130-13 

130-14 

TABLE 6. 20 

8-values Of Barite Sinters And Paleozoic Barite 

Vugs (See Fig. 6.13 For Spring Locations) 

Sample of barite which occurs as a vug lining 10m below the 

top of the Early to Middle Devonian carbonate unit at 63° 

48' Latitude and 130° 08' Longitude 40 km south of the springs. 

Sample of barite vug lining from limestone talus of Early to 

Middle Devonian carbonate unit, collected northeast of 

springs, Fig. (6.14) 

Sample of yellowish "fresh" barite sinter collected at the 

outlet of Spring A. 

Sample of yellowish "fresh" barite sinter collected 10m 

downstream of Spring A. 

Sample of rusty-yellow "fresh" barite sinter collected 

10m downstream of Spring A. 

834S 

31. 5 

29.4 

22.6 

19. 7 

19.3 

0180 

+17.3 

+26.4 

-11.1 

-16. 5 

-12.5 

N 
0 
(J"I 



TABLE 6.20 (cont'd) 

130-15 Sample of grey "old" barite sinter collected near 

sample 130-13. 

130-16 Sample of grey "old" barite sinter collected near 

130-13. 

130-17 Sample of grey "old" barite sinter collected near 

Spring C. 

130-18 Sample of yellowish "fresh" barite sinter collected 

at the outlet of Spring C. 

130-19 Sample of yellowish "fresh" barite sinter collected 

at the outlet of Spring B. 

834S 

19.5 

17.6 

17.4 

17.7 

14.7 

0180 

-12. 7 

-16. 2 

-14. 9 

-16.7 

-14.2 

N 
0 
-...J 



The very negative a18o values of the barite sinter samples 

indicate clearly that sulfide is being oxidized to sulfate with 

0 the incorporation of oxygen from light meteoric water (-20 /oo) and 
'v 0 some molecular oxygen ('v + 24 /oo) (sec. 6.3) 

and similar reactions (KRAUSKOPF, 1967). The increased Eh value 

and the oxygenated atmosphere at the spring vent contributed to the 

oxidation of reduced s2- to sulfate and the subsequent precipitation 

of barite. 2-Reduced S was likely derived from the dissolution of 

sulfide minerals such as pyrite which are abundant in shales. The 

34 o S value does not exceed the value one would expect from such a 

source. Most of the S was transported principally as H2S(aq) or 

HS as is evident also from the high Ba2+ content of these waters. 

Despite the high Eh value at the spring vents, H2s pervades the 

environment of these springs. The sinter sample 10m downstream is 

depleted in 34s and 180 relative to that at the spring vent. If 

the water had only acquired HS from depth and there was a kinetic 

isotope effect upon oxidation favoring 32s in SO~- (sec. 6.3) then 

sof- formed from later oxidation would be isotopically heavier. 

Since this is inconsistent with the observations, the presence of 

minor amounts of soz- from another source with a higher o34s value 

than the HS is indicated. 34 18 With this model, the o Sando O values 

of the mixture would decrease as more HS was oxidized. 2-S0 4 may 

have been introduced by the shallow flow system. There is also the 
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temporal aspect. The deposits occurred at different times and it 

is unexpected that the shallow flow systems would have remained 

constant. It should be further noted that the variations in 

a-values among the springs sampled is larger than this trend 

discussed at spring A. Therefore it would seem that variations in 

2- -shallow groundwater contributions of so4 to the HS - bearing 

waters from depth is a reasonable mechanism for explaining the 

spread in a-values. 

The data for these barite sinter samples illustrate again 

the value of o18o analyses of sulfates. While the o34s values 

suggest that HS oxidation was occurring, the proof was not 

conclusive. The large difference between the o18o value of 

atmospheric oxygen and meteoric water left no doubt as to the 

source of oxygen and hence the chemical processes generating 

these barites. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

Although. specific conclusions have been drawn for each 

individual project, it is appropriate to synthesize them in more 

general terms. 

18 34 The improved methods for measuring o O and o S values of 

sulfates assured rapid analyses as well as better reproducibilities. 

The stainless steel reactor with four directly heated platinum canoes 

for graphite reduction of Baso4 is a considerable improvement over 

the method of using a furnace to heat the sample in quartz tube. 

The latter entailed expenditure of more energy, slower attainment 

of the reaction temperature, and concern over memory effects and 

exchange of oxygen isotopes between the hot silica wall and the 

sample. 

For o 34 s analyses, so2 generated by the reaction of NaP0
3 

0 with BaS04 at 900 C proved to be f aster, more reproducible, 

entailed fewer wet chemical analy ses, and was consequently more 

economical t han previous pro cedures . 
34 18 It is concluded that better estimates of the o Sand o 0 

2-values of paleo-oceanic so4 can be obtained by isotopic analyses 

of complete sections and drill cores o f marine evaporites (gy psum 

and anhydrite) using a 18 o values to identify secondary alteration 

of the primary deposits. 

The significant differences in the a -values of Upper Cambrian 

and Lower Devonian evaporites were used to locate the position of 
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a thrust-fault in paleozoic strata in the Norman Rang e, N.W.T. 

On the basis of stratigraphic information alone, a section (MQ-2) 

had been erroneously assigned to the Upper Cambrian Saline River 

Formation. 18 34 It has to be concluded from o O and o S data 

that the section comprised Lower Devonian Bear Rock Formation 

unconformably overlain by Upper Cambrian Saline River Formation. 

This represents a direct application of stable isotope data in 

subsurface mapping. 

34 18 Criteria were developed to use o Sand o O values of marine 

2-barites for constructing the paleo-oceanic so4 isotopic 

composition-age curve. It was found that nodules and thin beds 

containing organic matter showed evidence of extensive bacterial 

sulfate reduction and had a -values that were markedly higher than 

those of the contemporaneous evaporites. On the other hand, thick 

beds of barites were likely precipitated over a short duration 

and offered little opportunity for bacterial reduction to alter 

their a-values. Hence, these massive beds of barites had a -values 

much closer to those of the coeval evaporites. 

o34s and o18o data were also found to be useful in understanding 

the sulfate geochemistry of non-marine environments including 

freshwater wells, springs and associated deposits. It was found that 

secondary sulfate generated by the oxidation of HS- in water usually 

involves about twice as much water oxygen as dissolved molecular 

oxygen. The precise ratio of these two sources of oxygen depends on 

the amount of dissolved oxygen available. 
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When oxidation of H2S occurs in air the ratio of water-vapor 

2-oxygen to atmospheric oxygen in the so4 product should depend on 

humidity. A ratio of about 1:1 was found for moderately humid air. 

Pyrite oxidation in water appeared to incorporate proportionately 

less water oxygen than HS oxidation. The ratio of water oxygen to 

dissolved molecular oxygen was found to be about 1:1. Pyrite 

oxidation under drier conditions seemed to incorporate atmospheric 

oxygen almost exclusively. Since the o18o values of meteoric water 

and atmospheric oxygen are vastly different, o18o analyses were found 

to be very useful in identifying various oxidation processes generating 

sulfates. Thus the oxidation of metal sulfides could easily be 

2-discriminated from dissolution of evaporites as provenances of so4 

in spring waters. Such analyses can potentially identify and locate 

non-outcropping ore-deposits. 

Airborne and fallout species analyzed at some springsites 

delineated the complex microbiological and chemical water-air-rock 

interactions. Thus cave formation at Ban££ was found to involve 

microbial and chemical processes rather than erosion by dissolution. 

In addition to common tufa-travertine depositing springs, 

unusual deposits of jarosite and barite associated with some springs 

in N.W.T. were examined. It was found that vegetation in the vicinity 

of the jarosite-depositing spring was preferentially absorbing iron 

minerals from the water. Bloedite and hexahydrite which are devoid 

of Fe were found as "evaporites" clinging to the vegetation. These 

"evaporites" had o34s values quite positive compared to the sof-
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in the spring. This appears to be consistent with plants releasing 

lighter H2s when under stress to absorb nutrients from water 

containing high dissolved s01- concentrations. 

The very negative o18o values of the radioactive barite 

sinters left no doubt that HS was being oxidized in the water 

before being precipitated as Ba (Ra) so4 • High radium enrichment 

factors (REF) calculated for these waters are indicative of radium 

being preferentially leached from uranium in the shales. 

In the majority of these studies, o18o values provided more 

information than that obtained from o34s values. In many cases, 

reduction of s01- to HS- and reoxidation to soz- could not be 

ascertained from o34s data alone. However, the o18o data revealed 

this phenomenon since isotopically different oxygen from water and 

air was incorporated during t he reoxidation. 
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